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Page 1 — Washington Letter,
Miscellaneous articles.
Pages 2 and 3—Local and other
news; public and private sale
advers., etc.
Pages 4 and 5 — Short stories,
miscellaneous articles.
Pages 6 and 7—Original editorial
comment,State news, etc.
Page 8 t- Agricultural reading
matter.
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FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

W ASHINGTON L ETTER . availability resides chiefly in the
u e carries- on ms work in a studio-far
W HEN- BATHS W ERE RARE.
fact that he is a New Yorker and
from the habitations of man, labors
long and secretly, and at last the work The Time When a Dandy Washed Hi»
will be acceptable to the great
From Our Regular Correspondent.
SHAVING PA RLO R,
is completed. There in the great room
P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
monied interests that center in that
Face Nearly Every Day.
lies the form and semblance of a hu
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Washington D. C., May 21,1908.— city. He has no experience in par
It will come as a shock to some read
COLLEGEVILLE, pa.
Telephone In office.
man being, perfect in all his propor
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
^
S econ d D o o r A bove R a ilr o a d . tions. Frankenstein relates the story: ers to learn th at one of the most seri As the day set for the closing of liamentary procedure, although he
ous occupations of a fifteenth century
“I t was on a dreary night in Novem wife was to protect her husband from the session approaches, the more has more White House experience,
Finest grades of CIGARS nod TOBACCO
Y. W E B E R , M.
always on hand.
evident it appears that it will be having been the Secretary of four
ber that I beheld the accomplishment fleas!
of my tolls. With an anxiety that al
Taking into consideration, however, prolonged. It was set first for the Presidents, Cleveland, Harrison,
most amounted to agony I collected the horror with . which the people of 10th of May, then for the 23, an
EMRY BO W ER ,
P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
McKinley and Roosevelt, than any
the instruments of life around,me that those days regarded cold water and
H
ominous day, now it is said that other man in the country.
EYANSBURO, Pa. Office Hours : Until 9
I
might
infuse
a
spark
of
being
into
clean clothes, it is not surprising to unless certain legislation can be ac
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone ’Phone No. 17.
Veterinary Surgeon,
the lifeless thing that lay a t my feet
The appointment of Senator Bur
learn that the question of exterminat
“It was already 1 o’clock in the ing these insects made life a burden.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
complished before that time it may rows, of Michigan, as temporary
j
H . HAM ER, M. D .,
morning. The rain pattered dismally
Cleanliness was not'only looked upon prolonged until sorhetime in June. Chairman of the Nomination Con
Bell ’Phone 23 z.
against the' window panes and my as a dangerous custom, but a positive
The President is still insisting on vention, at Chicago, was a surprise
candle
was
nearly
burned
out
when,
H o m e o p a th ic P hysician. j^ O M A E D A. ROYER,
sin. The soul alone was regarded as the legislation recommended by
by the glimmer of the half extinguish of any importance, so that the neglect
to everybody, and it is said to have
OOEX.EGEYII.LiE, P A. Office Hours: Until
ed light, I saw the dull yellow eye of of the body became so much a virtue him, while both the the House and been a severe disappointment to
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention
Civil Engineer. : : Surveyor. the creature open. It breathed hard, that a bath was only allowed in cases Senate are recalcitrant. To-day the
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.
the President, who wished to have
Room 3, Shoemaker Building, Swede and Airy and a convulsive motion agitated its of illness. At any rate, water had no President had a long conference
Beveridge or Doliver, or some ad
Streets,
limbs.”
A. KRUMEM, M. D .,
place in the toilet of the grand mo
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Slowly the immense creature arose, narque. His valet after pouring a flask with the Speaker of the House. ministration Senator make the
E
Bell ’Phone.
“ Uncle Joe” as he is called. It is opening speech.
and the - a rtis t frightened at his own
4 0 9 C h e rry S tre e t,
For a while it
ENGINEERING.
'• S S A S K R t'’ work, fled away. Then he returns to containing spirits of Wine over the
SURVEYING.
DESIGNING.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
hands of his majesty passed a comb the first conference that they have was thought that there would be a
find his creation possessed of life and through his hair, thus completing his had for a long time. Formerly the
Krona
T E L E P H O N E S , Bell 301-X
division and a contest opposing the
HOHES, 8» to
io 9»
Keystone 159
every attribute of humanity except a toilet for the day.
2 to 8
I ÜWPPÜWBW
HARLEM
M.
BARMDT,
Speaker was a frequent visitor at nomination of Senator Julius Caesar
ily.
7 to 8 Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
soul. Nowhere can it find human sym
In the seventeenth century, however,
c
pathy. It is out of harmony with all cleanliness was carried to such an ex the White House. That was when Burrows, but it appears that Secre
a r c h i t e c t ,
things about i t and after searching cess th at an English dandy was ex the two extremities of the Avenue tary Taft and Mr. Burrows have
a r v ey l . sh o m o ,
COL.L.EGEVIL.I.E. PA.
the world in pursuit, of happiness it pected to wash his face “nearly every were more friendly than they are
gotten together and that peace has
A tto rn e y - a t - L a w ,
Flans and specifio'atlons carefully prepared. returns again to Frankenstein and de day.” So rapidly did theicustem spread now. The interview, according to
spread her wings.
mands
that
he
make
a
companion
with
I Patronage solicited.
2-7.
that it was necessary to issue a solemn
8M SWEDE STREET. NORRISTOWN, PA.
whom it can live in sympathy and warning th at the practice of using wa- the reports of ths Speaker, was of
As the end of the session ap
RESIDENCE—ROYERSFORB.
love.
S. G. FIMKBIMER,
! ter for this purpose “injures the eye- no great importance, but it may be proaches financiers and business
Frankenstein declines, and thence | sight, engenders toothache and catarrh, assumed that the President urged
Both’Phones.
forth the monster pursues him with renders the complexion colorless and action on the amendment to the men interested in currency legis
lation designed to tide the country
R eal E sta te a n d In su ra n c e , hatred in d revenge. It slays his broth makes the skin susceptible to cold in
E R B E R T u . MOORE,
Sherman anti-Trust Bill, and also over panics like that which men
ers
and
sister,
his
friend
and
his
bride.
the
winter
and
heat
in
the
summer.”
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY
H
It follows him to Russia, to Siberia
Washing seems to have been more on the anti-injunction measure that aced the prosperity of the country
PUBLIO. ROYERSFOKD, PA.
A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
and into the Arctic ocean, and there popular in the eighteenth century in he has been endeavoring to have last October, begin to despair of
creature and artist perish together. It France than in England, this in spite passed.
ALBEBTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING,
legislation this session. There is a
rOHN J . R A D IL I FF,
805 Swede St., Norristown, Pa .
is a most uncanny story to read o’ of the fact that water was forbidden
BeU and Keystone ’PhoneB.
5-15.
Republican
Members
of
Congress
Vreeland Bill that has passed the
nights.
in the former country.
P a in te r a n d P a p e r H a n g e r Sir W alter Scott reviewed the novel A lost art, according to M. Franklin are holding a conference to-night to House and an Aldrich Bill that has
in the Quarterly, but, while admitting
jyjA Y M E R . EOMGSTRETH,
FIFTH AVENUE, COLLEGEVILLE, PA. its power, confessed he did not like it. in “La Civilité du XIII. au XIX. Ste determine whether there shall be passed the Senate, and each House
ele.” is th at of blowing one’s nose. To
A full line of wall paper and paint for sale. “Our taste and our judgment revolt at day it is a more dr less perfunctory any injunction legislation before of Congress stands stubbornly by
A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
Your patronage solicited.
this kind of writing.” All the critics necessity, but in the seventeenth cen adjournment. This conference is its own bill and will not consent to
And Notary Public, ::: No. 712 Oroser Buildagreed as to its daring originality.— tury it was an accomplishment. One held against the wishes and in op an amalgamation or to any com
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Exchange.
person imitated the blast of a trumpet, position to the judgment of the promise that will favor the enact
Long Distance Telephone. Hon?®
AUo member of the Montgomery County Bar.
another the swearing of a cat. Possi leaders of the party. The power of ment of the best features of the two
Tactful.
bly snuff taking, which was the fash
A musical conductor was trying the ionable habit of th at day, had some the Speaker probably will make bills. The result is an impasse,
J O S E P H S. KRATZ,
voice of a young woman who wished thing to do with its accomplishments, valueless any victory that those and if there shall be a panic such as
to secure a place in an opera troupe.
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
The Uncanny Creation of Mary The manager was standing by. The perfection in which consisted in mak urging this legislation may accom that which shook .the country last
ing “neither too much nor too little plish. It is the purpose of those October there will be no such re
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th
candidate was frail and timid. She noise.”
Godwin Shelley.
leading the revolt to force action on lief from it as was anticipated would
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
finished her song with an air of dis
Another noteworthy fact on the eti
Philadelphia.
tress.
quette of those days is that nobody a specific anti-injunction plan, but be afforded by Congress in the
“How is it?” asked the manager un ever knocked a t the door. The correct the Speaker would not agree to it, early days of the session.
Telephones.
MONSTER OF FRANKENSTEIN.
ceremoniously.
thing was to scratch softly with the
The conductor caught the pleading nail of the finger, which the dandies and through his influence the con
L. EYAMS,
ference will probably consider only
eyes
of
the
girl,
but
he
had
his
duty
to
OF INTEREST TO W OM EN.
The Interesting History of an Earlisr
o .
of the day kept extremely long. Eti
A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
Day Novsl That la Froquontly Al- perform. Hi struck three notes on the quette was so right, in fact, th at it is the general proposition whether
The
affirmative vote on woman
823 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PAludsd to In Literature and at Timss piano and lei't the rest to the manager. said that the Duchesse de Montpeqsier injunction legislation shall be acted suffrage in the Massachusetts
The
three
notes
were
B
A
D
.
»pent a quarter or ner m e in wentm upon, and nothing more.
At residence, Limerick, every evening.
Quotsd Incorrsctly.
Legislature this year was an in
torture as to whether different indi
BeU ’Phone 91 Keystone ’Phone, 27. •
PEN AND INK PIRATES.
It is probable that every Member crease of more than 100 per cent
Everybody, or nearly everybody, has
viduals admitted to her presence were
beard of the novel of ‘‘Frankenstein,” Literary Theft Is Not Stealing; It Is entitled to sit on chairs with backs or of the House of Representatives has over that of last year; while the
HOMAN HALLMAN,
Called Genius.
received letters and telegaams urg negative vote showed a considerable
though
It is not probable that many
only on stools.
T
All authors steal. The capacity for
persons read it nowadays. There are
ing action on the anti-injunction
A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
A T art Answer.
so many allusions to It In our litera stealing with art and elegance is one
Bill, or on some anti-injunction decline.
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
A young and newly married couple
ture, however, th at one absorbs some of the most potent equipments of the
Will be at bis branch office in Odd Fellows’
were entertaining their friends, and measure, and the impression is
literary man.
Miss Sallie Word has just been
Building, C o l l u g b v i l l b , P a., every evening sort of notion of it so th at he cannot
among the guests was one whose con strong with numerous Members of elected Assessor and Collector of
Shakespeare
was
a
magnificent
thief.
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons froml to 5.
help knowing th at it is a weird and
He stole whatever he could lay his tinued rudeness made him extremely
1-25.
ghastly story about a monster, but hands on in a literary way and never objectionable to the rest of the com Congress that unless some bill of Taxes for Palestine, Texas; and
whether or not Frankenstein is the marred in the stealing. He stole pany. His conduct, although most un this character shall be passed at Mrs. P. P. Tucker and Mss. E. P.
B . FR A N K B R A N D R E T H ,
monster even well informed people do “Measure For Measure” from a play bearable, was put up with for some this session they will suffer defeat Turner were chosen as members of
D
not always know, showing that they called “Promos and Cassandra.” He time until a t supper he held up on his at the polls in the next congress
(Successor to Dr. Ohas, Ryckman,)
the Dallas Board of Education. The
never read the story.
stole “Hamlet” from a play by George fork a .piece of meat which had been ional election. In other words, the
Sometimes
we
hear
allusions
to
D E N T IST ,
Kyd. “Romeo and Juliet” he stole served "to him, and in a vein of intend labor organizations have succeeded election of these three women
“Frankenstein’s
monster,”
as
in
one
of
followed an opinion given out by
ed humor he looked round and re
from Italy.
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
in terrifying a large number of
Charles Sumner’s orations, where he
honest prices.
Sir Walter Scott stole with a sublime marked:
tbe attorney General that, under the
congressmen.
speaks of the “souHess monster of talent He stole from antiquarian rec
“Is this pig?”
constitution of Texas, women are
Frankenstein,
the
wretched
creation
of
This immediately drew forth the re . Since I last wrote, the Secretary
ords. He stole from Goethe. He stole
R . S . D . CORNISH ,
mortal science without God,” and some from Sheridan.
mark from a quiet looking individual of War, Taft, has returned from eligible to municipal offices.
D
times the reference is to Frankenstein
Charles Reade claimed the right of Bitting at the other end of the table:
D EN TIST,
only, as if he were the monster. Of the literary artist to set jewels, even
“Which end of the fork do you refer Panama and he reports conditions
Miss Jane Brownlee of Toledo,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
at the Canal site to be favorable to
course
Sumner,
who
was
very
particu
though the gems are the property of to?”—London Graphic.
Guaranteed;
Gas
First-class Workmanship
.. -- - ---- .
.
Ohio,
who is in great demand for
lar
in
his
use
of
figures
of
speech,
was
administered.
Prices ReasonaWe.
the early completion of this great
another.
The Iron Crown.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81. BeU ’Phone, 27Y.
lectures
on a remarkably successful
right. When Mrs. Deland in her novel
Alexandre Dumas, the author of
He says that ditch
The iron crown of Lombardy, so undertaking.
of “Sidney” makes Major Lee say that
The Three Musketeers” and “Monte called from the narrow iron band with itself can be dug in three and one- method of introducing moral edu
Christianity is a Frankenstein” she Cristo,” was one of the most remarka
H E K R Y P T O K “ IN V IS IB L E ”
cation into the Toledo public'
in it supposed to have been beaten out
suffers the major to talk nonsense.
ble filchers in literature. In one single of one of the nails used at the cruci half years, but that the Gatun dam schools, is a strong advocate of
T BIFOCAL LENS.
The story of this weird novel and the year his name was attached to no few
and the immense locks for the great
Nothing has stirred the optical world Uke the
circumstances under which it came to er than forty different books. Not only fixion, was probably first worn by boats of to-day and the greater ones equal suffrage. She writes, “ Wo
advent of Kryptok “Invisible” Bifocals. They
Aglluph
at
his
coronation
in
591.
The
are made without cement. They are perfect. be written are decidedly interesting did he steal unblushingly from every historic crown after gracing the brows of the future are an engineering man’s right to suffrage is so clearly
and may be told in a few words. The author who came handy, but he em
based upon justice that it is only a
There are no other bifocal lenses like them.
of such sovereigns as Charlemagne,
facts are as follows;
ployed numerous literary ghosts and Henry of Luxemburg, Frederick IV., proposition of stupendous propor question of time when it will be
A. B . P A R K E R , O p tic ia n ,
In 1816 Mary Godwin, afterward passed off their work as his own.
tions which cannot be completed
Charles V. and the great Napoleon was
210 DkKALB STREET,
NORRISTOWN. Mrs. Shelley, eloped with Shelley, and
Brought to book, he had a ready re in 1866 given up to Victor Emmanuel until some time after the canal itself granted to her, fully and freely.”
they took up their residence near Ge ply. “The man' of genius does not
and is now preserved with great care has been dug.
neva, in Switzerland. They had Lord Bteal,” he said; “he only conquers.”
Some persons have hinted that
at Monza, near Milan.
Secretary Taft’s presidential cam
■ g 8 . PO LEY,
Byron for a neighbor, and the three
Alexander Pope, who made thou
the
surprisingly large vote of 271
paign is in better condition even
passed much time together. Their con sands of pounds by his poetic transla
to
92
lately given by the House of
Extravagance.
versation
frequently
ran
on
the
occult
tion of Homer’s “Iliad,” was ad indif
than’when he left the country. It
C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder,
“This is your little sister, Tommy,”
Commons in favor of Parliamentary
and the mysterious, and Byron one day ferent Greek scholar. In addition to
was a fortunate coincidence, if it
TRAPPE, PA
proposed that each should write a stealing from previous translators, he said the father, showing him the baby.
suffrage for women is a “ pious
“You will love her dearly, will you was a mere coincidence, that be was
ghost
story.
All
agreed
and
went
to
employed
others
to
help
and
then
Prompt and accurate dn building construction.
fraud.” They intimate that the
not?”
absent when the convention of gov
work, but it was not long before the claimed the whole work as his own.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
5-28
271 members who voted for the
“Yes,
of
course,”
replied
Tommy,
in
two poets gave It up as a hopeless
When he translated “The Odyssey”
ernors, with its many presidential
task. They could write poetry, but he kept the public in ignorance that specting the latest arrival, “but It’ll aspirants, was in Washington. He measure never meant it to pass.
N. BA R N D T,
they could not write stories.
But it is less than a year since the
only twelve bboks could be called his cost a great deal to keep her, won’t it?”
and his prospects would have over
"I presume so.”
Mary
persevered
and
completed
her
and that the rest were the work of men
House
of Commons, with only 15
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
* "Yes,” said Tommy, with a long shadowed theirs that the compari
tale in the spring ot 1817. When By whom he paid badly.
CONTRACTOR VOR A I L K IN D S 0 »
dissentients,
passed the bill mak
drawn
breath,
“and
when
I
asked
you
ron and Shelley heard it read they
son would not have been favorable
The arguments in Pope’s “Essay on
Brick and Stone Masonry, were surprised and delighted. It was Man” were furnished by Lord Boling- the other day to buy me a white rab Moreover two luminaries, like Taft ing women eligible as mayors,
bit yon said you couldn’t afford it.”
CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti bound to be the novel of the century! broke, and his “Essay on Criticism”
and Roosevelt, the rising and the aldermen and councillors, which
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar The name of it was “Frankenstein; or. was a poetic version of the conversa
had already passed the House of
This Is a Fact.
setting suns, would have been too
anteed.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO The Modem Prometheus.” I t was im tion of his Intimates.
Lords, and is now law. It seems
“When
a
man
loves
a
girl
in
a
novel
JOBBING.
S'®
mediately sent to London for publica
much for one system. There is con
Richard Brinsley Sheridan, wit,
tion and met with a great success.
dram atist and politician, stole his fa he raves about her through forty chap siderable discussion with reference clear that the British Parliament
really holds “advanced” views on
Frankenstein is a Swiss youth, a mous characters Charles Surface and ters. In teal life he never mentions her
S . KOONS,
to the prospects and availability of
student at the University of Ingol- Joseph Surface in “The School For name.”
the woman question.
Hughes, Fairbanks and Cortelyou
“What’s the application?”
stadt, deeply interested in the study of Scandal” from Tom Jones and Blifll in
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.,
“Merely th at realism in a love story for the Vice Presidency, Taft’s
chemistry
and
natural
philosophy.
He
Fielding’s
well
known
novel,
and
he
S la te r a n d R o o fer,
ts not possible.”—S t Louis Republic.
Frederick Wettig, of Lancaster, is
nomination at Chicago on the first
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey resolves to penetrate the mysteries ot abducted Tabitha Bramble and Sir
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished, work con life and death and wrest from nature Hubert Mackilligut and transformed
the
owner of two snare drums, one
ballot being assured. It is said
tracted at lowest prices.
lloet
Still Faithful.
the secret of creation. After prolong them into those still more entertaining
of
which
is over a century old and
that
Mr.
Cortelyou
and
Vice
Presi
Mile. Suzanne—Is that young man
ed study he succeeds and discovers characters Mrs. Maiaprop and Sir Lu
still under the window? Maid—Well, dent Fairbanks both desire the was carried by him in the civil war.
how to impart movement and anima cius O’Trigger in “The Rivals.”
D W A R D D A V ID ,
P a in te r an d
E
tion to lifeless matter.
Of modem authors who stole and are mademoiselle, he’s running around in office.
Mr. Hughes is generally
He then resolves to mold a colossal stealing still the present writer does the snow’ to keep himself warm, but supposed to be a little more than in
The torch of Reason illumines the
P a p e r-H a n g e r,
man, making him beautiful in form not say a word. Only history can af he goes in the shape of a heart all the
different to it.
Mr. Cortelyou’« way to Truth.
time.—Bon V ivant
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. S9- Samples of paper and feature, and Imbue him with life. ford to be. free spoken.—Exchange.
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B . HORN IMG, M. D .,
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always on hand.
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W . SCHEUREM’S

LOCAL AND COUNTY N E W S

TERM S . . . 91.00 P E R YEAR
n
IN ADVANCE.
U

T h u rsd a y , M ay 2 8 , ’0 8 .
C H URCH SER V IC ES.
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church,
Oaks, Perklomea, Audubon. The Rev. T. P.
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church,
Audubon, 10.45 a. m., with Holy Communion
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p.
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a.
m. Children’s Evensong, last in month 3 p. m.
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Free
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.

-An innovation on Memorial day
M u s ic a le .
by Graham Post, of Pottstown, will
Last Monday afternoon Miss Mar
be the decorating of the soldiers' ion Spangler, and her guests Mrs.
1graves by 46 young women repre Frank Binnix, of Harrisburg, Miss
senting the States of the Union.
Ruth Potter and Miss Marion An
drew, of Swarthmore, gave a very
W. C. T. U.
delightful musicale at Olevian Hall.
The annual flower mission meet After the program, consisting of vo
ing of the local union will be held at cal and instrumental solos, a pleas
the hone of Mrs. S. H. Longstretb, ant social hour was spent.
Tuesday, June 2, at 3 p. m.
Store Open on Decoration Day.

Two Persons K llled'and lOO Injured
in Colllson of Trolley C ars.

Closing E xercises of th e Collegeville
Public Schools.

The closing exercises of the Col
legeville public schools, as announced last week, will be held
next Tuesday evening, June 2, in
Bomberger Memorial Hall. The in
teresting program of exercises will
consist in part of recitations, es
says, drill, music, and a dialogue.
First C ar From Pottstown to
Boyertown.

A R ather Previous Announcem ent.

S em i-annual Convention ,W. C. T. U.

It was stated in this paper last
week that Thomas Hallman, Esq.,
had purchased of Esquire Rimby a
building lot in the upper part of
this borough. At the time the ar
ticle was written the writer had the
information that the negotiations for
the land were practically ended.
Mr. Hallman has since decided not
to purchase that particular tract
but to take title to the building site
between Mrs. Lachman’s place and
and the property of the Collegeville
bank, belonging to the Abbot es
tate. H. L. Saylor represents the
Abbot estate in the deal and has re
ceived a check from Mr. Hallman
for the down money.

The Montgomery county W. C. T.
U. held its twenty-second semi
annual convention last Thursday,
in the Schwenkfelder church, Wor
cester, Pa. A large number of
officers, delegates and members,
representing the various unions of
the county were present. In the
morning the devotional exercises
were led by Mrs. E. A. Yeakle of
Worcester. Mrs. Amos S. Anders,
also of Worcester, gave the address
of welcome to which Mrs. S. L.
Oberholtzer, county pfesident, re
sponded. After numerous reports
were made, Miss Ida Heebner sung
“ His Eye is on the Sparrow,” and
Mrs. Mary F. Lovell, of Wyncote,
gave an address on “ The Depart
ment of Mercy and Kindness.”
Mrs. Ella Nace, of West Conshohocken, conducted the afternoon de
votional eKercises. These were fol
lowed by a general discussion, a
recitation very wqll rendered by
Miss Crissie Schultz, a lengthy and
spirited address by Mrs. Addie B.
Parsels, of Philadelphia. Miss Ed
na Kriebel concluded the program
with a vocal solo.

Sunday night,^in overloaded car
A. Weitzenkorn and Sons’ large
Last Thursday the first car pass
clothing store, Pottstown, will be at Hillcrest on the Chestnut Hill ed over the new trolley line from
open on Decoration Day, May 30, to branch of the Rapid Transit Com Pottstown to Boyertown and was
pany, plunged down the hill and enthusiastically hailed by the citi
accommodate Saturday shoppers.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett
crashed
into another car. Two per zens of the latter place. Cars will
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
sons were killed and over 100 in go into regular service over the new
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
M eeting of Horse Company.
vice, 7 p. m.
The annual meeting of the Farm jured. The car was equipped with line to-day, leaving Hanover and
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev.
PERSONAL.
e
r’s
Horse Company of Fairview only a hand brake; no emergency High streets, Pottstown, on the
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
brake, no air brake.
hour. On Memorial Day Ringing
Miss Mary Deeds entertained
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior Village, one of the oldest organiza
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and SeniorO. tions of its kind in the State, will be
Rocks Park, with many new attrac Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Price, SunE. at 7 p. m.
M emorial Day.
day.
tions, will be formally,opened.
held on Saturday, June 6. Roll call
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev.
As noted last week, members of
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and at 4 o’clock.
Mrs. Ella Hobson has returned
the Josiiah White Post, G. A. R
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve
Alumni Officers Elected.
from
a visit to her daughter Mabel
ning service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com
and the Sonsof Veterans, of Phoenix
Property Sold by Sheriff.
At a meeting of the Collegeville at Cape May.
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are
cordially invited and welcome.
Among other properties sold by ville, will decorate with flags and High School Alumni Association,
Joseph Dettra has been indis
flowers the soldiers ’graves inTrinity held last Saturday evening, the fol
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev. Sheriff Buckley at Norristown was
posed
for several weeks past.
S L. Messinger, S. T. D., pastor. Sunday the store property of Thoms D. Cas church cemetery, this borough, and lowing officers were elected: Presi
Mrs.
A. D. Fetterolf is confined
School at 8.45 a. m. Preaching every Sunday at
Debt: in the Baptist cemetery, Lower dent, F. L. Moser, ’05; Vice Presi to her room with a severe cold.
10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer well at Fairview Village.
meeting at 2 p. m. Y.P. S . C. E. prayer meet $3238.37. Sold to S. J. Loos for Providence. The citizens of this dent, Stella Färinger, ’00; Secre
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Bartman
borough and vicinity are invited to tary, Lareta Scheuren, ’07; Treas
ing at .6.45 p. m. Bible study meeting
Letter From Chas. A. Loder, th e
$4300.
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock. All are most
be present at the cemetery at Trin urer, Horace Custer, ’04; Board of entertained Mr. Bartman’s mother
Com edian.
cordially invited to attend the services.
ity church at about 10 a. m., when Managers, Howard Tyson, ’00; Ty this week.
Season
for
C
atching
Sunflsh.
Through
the
kindness of Mrs.
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit,
the decoration of graves will begin son Allebaeh, ’02; Madge -Stroud,
Miss Ida Thompson has recovered Loder, of Areola, the following has
Rev. Geo. R. Riffert, pastor. Services for the
The open season for catching sun The ladies will send their floral con
coming Sabbath will be as follows: Trappe—
and Stella Färinger, ’00. The ban from a prolonged attack of rheu been excerpted from a letter she re
Preaching at 10 a. m.; Sunday School at 2.00 fish does not begin until June 15. tributions tcf either Mr. Augee, or
quet of the alumni will be held at matic fever.
cently received from her husband,
p. m. Limerick—Preaching at 2.30 p. m.; C. Those found guilty of violating the
Mr.
Ingram,
members
of
the
G.
A,
E., 7.30 p. m.; Sunday School at 1.30 p. m.
Meadowcroft to-morrow (Friday)
Mrs. H. H. Koons, after suffering Charles A. Loder, the popular
law are liable to a fine of $10 for R. Post above named.
evening.
with neuralgia for several weeks, comedian, on his way from New York
each and every suufisb caught.
is much improved in health.
to Australia, where he will fill an
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila The quantity of the catch is unlim
After Violators of th e Food Làws.
delphia : 7.03, 7.46,11.30 a. m., 0.05 p. m. Sun
Tho Collegeville Bank’s Increasing
ited from June 15 to February 15 in
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Ciamer spent engagement in the line of his pro
days—7.11 a. m., 0.33 p. m. For Allentown
The State Daiy and Food Bureau
7.46,11.02a.m., 3.22, 0.06 p. m. Sundays—8.80
B usiness.
clusive.
Saturday and Sunday in Atlantic fession. The letter is dated Hono
a. m,, 7.30 p. m.
at Harrisburg has its hands full
The statement of the Collegeville City, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. lulu, April 5:
these days rounding up violators of National Bank, published on page Gilliam Ciamer.
I arrived in Honolulu last evening at
Barn Burned In W orcester.
8.30
and I immediately went up town and
the. law. Qf 40 samples of vinegar
H om e a n d A b ro ad .
The large barn of Alvin Rader, of taken in Pittsburg and vicinity re 3 of this issue, shows an increase of
Mr. Henry H. Renninger, of Sass- mailed your letter. Upon returning to
Worcester, was burned Friday eve cently 20 were found to be con about $25,000 in deposits dufing the amansville, and Mr. and Mr. Allen the steamer we found that we would not
sail until 11 o’clock this morning; so I
past three months. This is an ex
niDg. The fire was discovered by
—Memorial Day
cocted of acids and other materials, cellent showing and exceeds even Hallman and daughter Marguerite, arose a t 6 a. m., went up into the city and
the family about 7 o’clock, its origin never having known apple juice in
of Pennsburg, were the guests of took breakfast at the Alexander Young
Next Saturday, May 30.
the more sanguine expectations of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Renninger, on Hotel. The meal we got for fifty cents
being unknown. Mr. Rader was their composition.
Immediately those who are striving to well di
—Remember the graves of the de absent from home on account of
Tuesday.
could not be gotten in Philrdelphia or
upon the receipt of the report of rect the affairs of the institution.
parted veterans,
New York for four times that amount.
business, at the time. The cattle Dairy and Food Commissioner Foust
Miss Marion Spangler has ac The
Hotei 'building is a very fine
—The graves of all the loved ones were rescued, and, with the aid of ordered arrests to be made. De The number of depositors in the cepted a position as musical direc one Young
and has a magnificent roof garden.
active
and
saving
accounts
depart-'
the Skippack fire company, the
tor at Agnes Scott College for Girls After breakfast, accompanied by my com
tailed reports of the number of sam
—Who have gone from among the
house and several out buildings pies of oleo taken in Allegheny, ments of the bank has reached 700, at Decatur, Georgia.
panions, I took a carriage ride of about
living;
with good prospects for a consider
were saved.
two hours around theChineseand Japanese
The
editorial
staff
of
the
Ursinus
Washington
and
Lawrence
counties
gardening section on one side and the
—And, in paying tributes of re
able increase in the future.
Weekly were entertained by Dean Hawaiian and American 400 section on the
were also received, and 115 arrests
spect to the memories of the dead,
G raduate In Dentistry.
were ordered. Of these 104 will be
Omwake
at a banquet in the college other. Pen cannot describe the beautiful
Im portant Inform ation.
.—May the living emulate the
place that Honolulu is. The most beauti
Miss Sarah Anderson, the daugh in Allegheny county, chiefly in
dinning hall on Tuesday evening.
The P. O. Department has caused
ful flowers; passion fruit—mangos, lem
good deeds and virtues
ter of Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Ander •Pittsburg; seven in Washinton, aDd
The Sophomore class of Ursinus ons, cocoanuts—and what grand looking
the arrest of persons in different
-—Of those who no longer share son, of near Black Rock, Upper four in Lawerence.
College
was entertained on Tues things the cocoanut trees are. They grow
Sections of the country foV mailing
day
evening
at the home of F. L. very high and the fruit hangs from 30 to
the joys and sorrows, the hopes and Providence, graduated last week
from the dental school attached to Father of Eighteen Children P asses written messages as third-class Moser, a member of'the class.
40 feet from the ground, and I could never
disappointments of life.
matter. Postmasters are required
write you of the beauties of the color of
the
Women’s
Medical
College,
Phila
Away a t the Age of 85.
The Freshman class, to celebrate the grass and foliage. The city is filled
* * * * *
to make a report of each violation
delphia. Dr. Anderson was among
Rev. Daniel Ziegler died Tuesday and a fine of $10 is imposed in each their baseball victory held their with curio stores ,and many very odd and
—Reunion of Glenwood Associa the first few members of her class
at
the home of his son Rev. Jesse case. It is only within a very short “shine” at the home of Mr. and old things are for sale. Last night while
tion at the oldPenna. Female college and her average at graduating was
Mrs. H. H. Fetterolf as the guest of lying at the dock the mosquitoes had a
building, this Thursday.
exceptionally good. Dr. Anderson Ziegler, in Limerick township, at time that the postal authorities at Miss Helen Miller, who is a mem picnic with us. ' Honolulu* with all its
the age of 85 years. The funeral Washing have made it compulsory ber of the class.
charms, is afflicted with those little pests.
—Mr. Barrett’s naptha launch is intends to locate in Pbœnixville.
will be held on Saturday, May 30, at poo the part of clerks to open
We are now rapidly getting into the very .
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Box, ac warm
in service, on the Perkiomen, for
quarter where they tell me the tem
10
a.
m.,
at
the
house.
Interment
packages. , It is far cheaper to pay companied by Mr. and Mrs. H.
the season.
Fire Insurance Company Elects
pera tuife is sometimes as high as 112 de
at the Mingo Dunkard cemetery; letter rates upon a package contain Bos worth, Mrs. William Box and grees
in the shade. At Honolulu we wit
M anagers.
—The commencement of the
undertaker F. W. Shalkop in charge ing writing than to pay a fine of$10, Miss Elsie Laurie, journeyed in nessed a great sight—the Hawaiian boys
their automobile from Pphiladel- diving from the top deck of the steamer
At a meeting of the Union Mutual .of arrangements. Rev. Daniel Zieg if detected.
schools of Skippack was held in
phia to Meadowcroft and spent the for pennies, thrown into the water by the
Valley House hall Saturday even Fire Insurance Company in Norris ler was the father of eighteen child
week end as the guests of Mrs. M. passengers, and they got them every time.
ing. There were twelve graduates. town, Monday, the following Man ren, eleven of whom, and the
Baseball.
Landis and Mrs. J. R. Challen. They
are the most remarkable swimmers I
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Landis were ever saw.
There were four baseball games also
—Harry Yeager of near Black agers were elected: James Tracy, mother, survive: Rev, Jesse Ziegler
The boat has started a regular
the guests of Mrs. Challen.
“roley-poley” again, so it is very hard
Rock, Upper Providence, is having Henry S. Hallman, Abram K. Zieg and Levi Ziegler, of Royersford; last Saturday in which the local
ler, O. H. Nase, Louis-S. Whitcomb, Samuel, of Washington; Daniel, of teams took part. Ursinus played
writing; they have all the deck chairs
a large silo built.
U rsinus College C om m encem ent.
tied fast, otherwise they would have been
A. J. Trucksess, J. W. Reiter, Geo. Denton, Md.; John,of Bethel, Berks Delaware College at Wilmington,
—Thef Collegeville mills .will be W. Hansel, Milton H. Walters, E. county; Mrs. Lydia Weaver, of
The 38th annual commencement of Overboard several days ago. To-morrow
çlosed after 8 a. m., Memorial Day. F. Slough, H. S. Kulp, John Show- Norristown; Mrs. James Stout, of and were defeated 4 to2. Delaware Ursjnus College will be held from (Tuesday) we are to land at Faning
Island, Pacific Otean. This is where the
has a very strong team, and the
—Struck by a train while walk alter, W. C. Gilbert. The property Rebersburg, Pa.; Mrs. Justin game proved a close and well-played June 7th to 10th. The officers of the cable station is; no one will be permitted
ing on the Pennsylvania Railroad insured by the Company exceeds Becker, of Dakota; Mrs. Hiram one; Ursinus, however was not able college have announced the follow to land, as we will not audios longer
than two hours. This ship furnishes ele
tracks Sunday, Harvey Shaffer, of $13,000,000. There are 3600 mem Geisinger, of Royersford; Catharine to register hits at the right time. ing interesting program:
gant meals, and as for fruit, I never saw
Sunday,
June
7
.—8
p
m.
Baccalaureate
bers.
Balance
in
treasury,
$10,000.
Royersford, died in a few hours.
of Elizabeth, Pa.; and Mary,at home. This was the first game to be lost
Sermon by the Rev. A. Edwin Keigwin, anything like it; and the bananas—“ well,
D. D„ President of the College.
by the varsity at Ursinus in four Monday,
—Albert Swavely, of Pottstown,
June 8.-2 p. m. Class Day Ex them bananas is bananas.” To-day-for
Terrific Thunderstorm in Pottstow n.
luncheon we bad Alligator pears and
S
uccessful
Convention
of
Sunday
weeks
ercises in the College Auditorium.
caught a carp 27 inches in length in
8 p. m. Junior Oratorical Contest; thought they were delicious; they were se
The
worst
and
most
damaging
School
W
orkers.
Manatawny creek.
The Ursinus scrubs -were defeat
awarding of the Hobson and Meminger cured at Honolulu, where they grow, and
medals. Music by the Consolidated are about the size of a large California
thunder and lightning storm in
The
session^
of
the
annual
coned
by
the
West
Chester
Normal
—Reading has 1391 Odd Fellows Pottstown for years prevailed for
Band of Royersford and Spring City.
June 9.—10 a.m . Annual Meet pear; have a dark brown skin and the in
and the total assets of the seven several hours Thursday afternoon. vsntion of the Montgomery County School team, 5 to 2. This game was Tuesday,
ing
of the Board of Directors in the side looks like a Rocky Ford muskmelon.
rather
listless
at
times,
but
during
Sunday
School
Association,
held
in
President’s rooms.
lodges of the order amounts to There was almost iucessent light
Wednesday, April 7th. Well, this is a
1 p. m. Annual meeting of the
Trinity church and Bomberger Me most of the contest the fielding was
$69,145.
Alumni Association in the College beautiful day. We reached Faning Island
ning of the sharpest kind, and the morial Hal.1, this borough, last sharp on both sides.
Chapel.
at 5.10 yesterday afternoon. The Captain
—Dell Gordon, of ChurchtowD, thunder was terrific. One bolt Thursday and Friday, were well at
3 p. m. Baseball game—Ursinus vs. had the ship fastened t o . a large buoy
In this borough; Saturday, the
btate University of Louisiana—on the about a half-mile from shore, this being as
Berks county, killed a monster struck the tower of the Good Will tended and much interest was taken Collegeville team played a nine
Athletic Field.
snake, which was robbings robin’s Fire Company House, doing several n the various proceedings. The made up of anyone who happened to
5 p. m. Alumni Luncheon, College close as they dare go to prevent the
Dining Hall.
steamer from going aground. All of the
nest.
hundred dollars worth of damage. treatment of topics relating to Sun be around at the college. The town
8 p. m. Alumni Oration in the Col white men (19) with about 9 dozen natives,
lege Auditorium by the Rev, Paul H.
—A memorial will be placed in the An iron fence encircling it was bro day School work led. to spirited dis boys did not have their best com
Land, Ph. D., representative of the came out to us in three boats The white
ken
into
hundreds
of
pieces,
which,
Reformed Church a t the Ellis Island men were the guests of the Captain, while
cussions. The Temperance or Local bination in but put up a good game,
Schwenkfelder church, Worcester,
Immigrant Station, New York City.
the natives took off the stores. The
with
the
shattered
window
frames
Option
question
engaged
the
atten
in honor of Rev. William Anders,
9 p. m, Reception by the President Island is owned by a French priest, and
considering their lack of practice,
in
the
College
Library.
and
sashes,
were
hurled
to
the
tion of some of the speakers. The and won 10 to 5. On Memorial Day
for many years its pastor.
June 10.—9.45 a. m. Music by produces great quantities of phosphorus
pavement. George Woodly, the address by Rev. Dr. W. Barnes Collegeville will play the second Wednesday,
the Wolsieffer Orchester of Philadel and cocoanuts. Many peculiar looking fish
—A radish 10 inches in length Reading Railway crossing watchman
phia, Edmund Wolsieffer, Director.
Lower, of Wyncote, in Memorial team of Ursinus. This game should
10.30 a. m. Commencement. Honorare caught here, the majority having
and three inches in circumference stationed opposite the fire-house,
Orations by twomembers of the gradu green scales. They are considered very
Hall, Thursday evening, being re attract considerable interest among
is an early production in Augustus was struck by a piece of the flying
ating class. Commencement Oration choice eating. I am told they also have a
ceived with especial favor by a the baseball enthusiasts of this
by the Rev. J. Ross Stevenson, D. D., very large land crab and that during the
L. Hartman’s garden at Boyertown. debris and hurled several feet. The
,
pastor
of the Fifth Avenue Presby
large audience. In the course of place.
terian
Church, New York City. Con night they climb the cofcoanut trees and
height
of
the
storm
was
when
the
his remarks he paid tribute to the
—Four hens, Owned by Mrs.
ferring qf Degrees. Address to the throw down the nuts; and while the crab
The Trappe A. C. won from Ursi
Graduating Class by the President of is in the tree ttye natives fasten grass
Rebecca Wise, of Bethel, hatched schools were dismissing, and some Judges of the Montgomery County nus Academy Junior team 9 to 8.
the College.
around the tree about 30 feet above the
36 ducklings from 36 eggs, and a of the children were much terrified Courts for their strict adherence to
The
annual
baseball
game
be
The
exercises are in charge of a ground; then, when the crab descends, in
by
the
vivid
flashes.
the law in the granting of licenses. tween the Sophomores and Fresh Committee of the Faculty, consist getting hold of the grass it breaks and he
duck owned by Mrs. Rebecca
The address by Dr. Floyd W. Tom men of Ursinus was played Tues ing of the Dean, Prof. Geo. Leslie falls to the ground. This generally breaks
Miller laid an egg 9 by 5 inches in
The Freshies com
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that Con kins, of Philadelphia, Friday even day afternoon.
his back and he is picked up and killed for
circumference.
swamped their opponents, Omwake, Chairman; Prof. Homer food. This Island is out of the regular
ing, closed the work of the con pletely
tain Mercury.
Smith, Secretary; and Profs. Wbor- sailing course and the inhabitants seldomwinning by 19 to 2.
—Major S. E. Ancona and wife, of
mercury will surely destroy the sense vention.
Reading, have celebrated their ofAs
The Collegeville team will play ten A. Kline and Chas. Grove see a ship except the one going every ten
smell aDd completely derange the whole
weeks with supplies.' They have gone as
two
games with the second nine of Haines. The Board of Directors long
sixtieth wedding auniversary, and system when entering it through the mucous
as four months without getting sup
It Reached the Spot.
surfaces, such articles should never be used
Ursinus
College
on
the
college
has
again
decided
to
keep
open
plies, the sea being too rough for the ships
the Firemen’s Relief Association except on prescriptions from reputable phys
Mr E. Humphrey, who owns a large grounds on Memorial Day, at 10 a.
to
land.
Last evening we crossed the
house during Commencement week, Equator line
as the damage they will do is ten general store at Omega, O., and is president
has passed resolutions of congratu icians,
and at about nine o’clock
fold to the good you can possibly derive from of the Adams County Telephone Co , as m., and 2.30 p. m.
furnishing rooms free of charge to that evening*saw the “Southern Cross”—
lations to the aged couple.
them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured well as of the Home Telephone Co., of Pike
only seen south of the Equator line; north
graduates of the institution, as far of
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, County, O., says of Dr. King’s New Dis
that we have the Dipper. So I will
A Californian’s Luck.
—J. Warren John, near Phoenix- contains no mercury, and is taken internally, covery : “ It saved my my life once. At
never
see that again until I return. Our
as possible, and furnishing meals
acting directly upon the blood and mucous least I think It- did. It seemed to reach the
‘The luckiest day of my life was when I for all guests at the college dining great change of time takes place to-day at
ville, who mystified as to the dis surfaces of the system. In buying Hall’s spot—the very seat of my cough—when
5 p. m. At that hour Sunday will usher
bought a box of Bucklen’s Arnica 8alve ”
appearance of so many of his Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine. everything else failed.” Dr. King’s New writes
F. Budahn, of Tracy, Cali hall at the minimum rate of 25 cents our Monday and Monday will-. leave us at
It is taken internally, and made in Toledo, Discovery not only reaches the cough spot; fornia Charles
“ Two 25c. boxes cured me of an an per meal. Applications for accom midnight to usher in Tuesday. This >vay
chickens, made an investigation, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials It heals the sore spots and the weak spots in
we get 2 days in 24 hours—Sunday being
noying case of itching piles, which had
free.
which led to the capture of four
throat, lungs and chest. 8old under guar troubled me for years aDd that yielded to no modation at the college should be 17 hours long and Monday 7, making 24 t
Sold by druggists, price 75c. per bottle.
hours
in all This takes place in crossing
antee at Joseph W. Cqlbert’s drug store. other treatment.” Sold under guarantee at addressed to Prof. W. A. Kline,
foxes in one hole on his farm.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation. 50c. and $1,00. Trial bottle free.
what is known as the Date Line. This
Joseph W. Culbert’s drug store.
Collegeville, Pa.
trip is certainly very educative.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC.
p lI B L I C SALE OF
The World’s Best Climate
and we take off our hat and say beg
pardon, ladles. Flowers are Jehov not entirely free from disease, on the high
CONDENSED NEWS ITEMS
The free tuberculosis exhibit in ah’s smiles, and where we are sur Is
FRESH COWS !
elevations fevers prevail, while on the lower
levels,
malaria
is
encountered
to
a
greater
or
City
Hall,
Norristown,
last
week,
rounded
by
all
that
is
grand
and
Thursday, May 21.
The advocates of Local Option in
less extent, according to altitude. To over- |
The comptroller of the currency is the Second Legislative district of was viewed by over seven thousand beautiful gratefulness to God should come climate affections, lassitude, malaria,
sued a call for the condition of na
persons. Models of the - buildings fill the human heart. The Guild is jaundice, biliousness, fever and ague, and Will be sold at public sale on THURS
tional banks at the close of business this county have nominated Edward devoted to the usé of tubercular pa doing noble work in the community general debility, the most effective remedy ! DAY, MAY 28, 1908, at Ellis B utt’s Black
Rock hotel, 25 head of selected Lebanon
B. Conard, of Upper Merion, for
as well as in the parish, and the is Electric Bitters, the great alterative and county
on May 14.
cows. The best th at I have shipped
blood
purifier
;
the
antidote
for
every
forai
tients
at
Mt.
Alto
and
other
places-,
community
should
be
proud-of
hav
Percy G. Marling, aged flfty-flve, of Assembly. He has been a lifelong
of bodily weakness, nervousness, and in- this spring. Sale to commence at 1.30
Montreal, committed suicide by jump Republican, is a Civil War veteran, and other objects collected to afford ing an organization for the uplifting eomonia. Sold under guarantee at Joseph o’clock p. m.
.
A. E. RITTENHOUSE,
of common humanity and the chapel
ing from the window of a room in the
Auctioneer and Agent.
a School Director for 40 years and a information with reference to the on the hill is reaching out for better W. Culbert’s drug store. Price 50c.
Hotel Manhattan, in New York city.
I. E. Miller, clerk.
treatment of those afflicted with the results, greater glory in the age
Twenty-one persons were injured, director of the Bridgeport bank.
p U B L I C SALE OF
many of them seriously, and hundreds The regular Republican nominee is white plague were on .exhibition. when progression is the watch wordP
)U BLIC SALE OF
narrowly escaped death at a perform Robert C. Miller, clerk to the Coun The Health officials and nurses pres The King’s Business, the better
Household
Goods!
ance of the Charity Circus in Chicago,
ent imparted much important infor ment of society.
FRESH COWS!
Will be sold a t public sale on TUES
when all the seats in the tent sud ty Commissioners, and the regular mation to the visitors who could not
The vested choir of St. Paul’s DAY, JUNE 2, 1908, at the first house in
Democratic
nominee
is
Matthew
J.
denly gave way.
Memorial church have accepted the Bringhurst Row, Trappe, the following |
Friday, May 22.
Scanlin. Mr. Miller stands on a help but profit by what they saw invitation
Bureau, tables, dining room and
given by the Washington goods:
Joe Gans and Battling Nelson h are noncommittal platform as to local and heard.
other chairs, book stands, 3 feather beds,
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
Memorial
church
at
Valley
Forge
at
2 mattresses, and a lot of other articles JUNE 8, 1908, at Perjfiomen Bridge hotel,
signed articles for a forty-flve-round
the dedication of the Maryland" bay not mentioned. Sale at 2 o’clok. Condi 30 fresh cows direct from Centre county.
battle, to take place in San Francisco option, and Scanlin has so far failed
I will have another lot of well bred, choice
of sale.
in said church, Friday, June 19, tions, cash at closeL.
Ite m s F rom T ra p p e .
to declare his position. Those who
on the afternoon of July 4.
H. INGRAM,
milk and butter producers that will be
Evacuation
Day,
when
a
big
time
is
Auctioneer and Agent for Owner. sure to please purchasers. Remember the
Mrs. Fred Grothe was killed and named Mr. Conard have been iden
Ralph ■Wismev is spending the listed.
day and date—Monday, June 8. Sale a t 2
J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
several others more or less injured in tified with both political parties.
o’clock. Conditions by
week with his parents in Reading.
a tornado which struck Lincoln, a
Saturday,
Memorial
Day,
the
J. W. MITTERLING.
The name of their candidate will ap
small town northwest of Salina, Kan.
Mrs. Ella Matchner, of Camden, Young People of the Brethren
o r sale.
L. H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
pear
on
the
ballot
under
the
head
A
finely
bred
Scotch
collie
(male),
9
The business of the United States
and Mr. and Mrs. Calvin A. Um- churches of the Schuylkill Valley months old: or, will- exchange for a small
Steel corporation during April has “ by nomination papers.”
)(JBL1C SALE OF
stead of Norristown, were the guests will hold a grand rally at the Bap short-haired (maleldog.
shown an improvement over M%rch
tist church at Valley Forge.
JOHN H. BARRETT, Collegeville, Pa.
of iir. and Mrs. J. Calvin Umstead,
which, as officially announced by Pres
FRESH COWS!
Saturday, June 13, some four hun
E v a n sb u rg a n d Vicinity. Sunday.
ident Gary when the annual report
o r sa le.
dred or more scholars of one of the
ALSO 75 SHOATS.
A number of runabout and other
was made public, was considerably
Mrs. D. M. Casselberry is on the Our boys-at ball, Saturday, defeat Baptist churches in Philadelphia buggies, and several wagoA and carriage
better than the business in February
__
&
ed the Cubans of Ursinus College will picnic at Valley Forge park poles. Apply to
sick list.
or January.
v ■
S. GROSS FRY,
Saturday, May 23.
Will be sold at publicsaleon MONDAY,
5-21-3t.
Collegeville Livery.
On Monday evening the infant in a ten-inning game by the score of picnic grounds.
JUNE 1, 1908, at Beckman’s hotel, Trappe,
In the midst of. an exciting game of
The Principal’s Club of West
10 to &
one carload of fresh cows and 75 shoats.
base ball in Hazelwood, near P itts son of Mr. and Mrs. George Schley
Chester
picnicked
at
Valley
Forge,
o r sa le.
Gentlemen, this lot of cows will average
M. H. Keeler is repainting the Saturday.
For sale cheap one new Buckeye in weight 1200 pounds each, and over, and
burg, Ralph C. Barr, aged eleven, one was severely scalded by boiling hot
^
wide-cut
mowing
machine,
3
new
one-horse
exterior of E. G. Brownback’s store
of -the players, was struck over the coffee.
2 extra fine Holsteins that will
Business is quite brisk here. The cultivators, new hay and fodder cutter, includes
yield 20 quarts of milk each per day, and
heart by a bard hit line drive and died
one Syracuse and one Hamburg plow.
In the absence of the rector, Rev. and residence.
a
very
choice
Jersey cow—a big butter
flag
factory
is
on
the
boom.
almost immediately.
JOHN H. SPANG, Eagleville, Pa.
producer. Other Holsteins, as well as
Miss Elizabeth Mattbieu was the
From the reports now in the posses F. S. Ballentine, the services at S$.
Bryan did not capture the Penn
Durhams comprise the lot that deserves
the special attention of all cow buyers.
sion of C. M. Day, president of the James’ Episcopal church last Sun guest of Mr. and Mrs. H' A. Mat- sylvania delegation to Denver,
o r sa le.
The
shoats are well bred >and in thriving
For want of use, a Worcester Kemp
Denver Convention league, it is evi day were in charge of Mr. Joseph thieu, Sunday.
though it may be possible after in
manure spreader; strongest made, new but condition. Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions
dent th at more •'than 100,000 visitors McKee, of Roxboro.
haling
the
hot
pir
in
that
conven
GEO. W. SEANOR.
There was a large attendance at tion and breathing the rarefied air used for a few loads; perfect order. Price, by
will attend the national Democratic
W. Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
$90.00; cost $120.00.
i
the
Lutheran.
Church,
Sunday
even
It
is
reported
that
our
Supervis
convention in July.
LITTLE MEADOWS FARMS.
of that altitude a change may come 4-30.
Ira Oakley, a young white man, has ors were guided by legal advice in ing, and the Easter cantata was over the spirit of the dreams of the
SHORT NOTICE SALE.
been arrested in Clarksville, Va., granting the privilege for the auto very well rendered by the choir and Keystone delegates. They say Den
o r hale.
UBLIC
SALE OF T H R E E FULL
green bone Gutter, one oyster
charged with the murder of Mrs. J. M.
ver’s the place for those who are shell One
CARLO A 1>S OF
grinder,
2
Cyphers
incubators,
2
Underwood and her young son and the mobile hill-climbing contest. It is much appreciated.
troubled with catarrh, or other op brooders, 5 large chicken coops, 2 loads of
burning of their house at Fuquay just possible that this advice came
The teachers and pupils of the pressiveness in the air pass chicken manure, 2 Enbden geese with a
W est Virginia Horses, •
Springs, N. C., to conceal the crime on from a member of the Norristown grammar school, accompanied by a ages in the lungs and tubes. In Toulouse gander; also one grindstone, a
COWS AND SHOATS.
new parlor stove and 2 bedsteads. Apply
Feb. 1 last.
automobile club.
number of parents, excursioned to comparison the Ledger of Philadel to
WILLIAM AMTSFELD,
Monday, May 25.
phia rates Montgomery county as 5,7-3t.
Collegeville, Pa.
An automobile struck the car Valley Forge on Tuesday and en one
Forty-eight per cent of the adult
for Bryan and ten against him,
Indians of Alaska are suffering from riage of Henry Fegley while Mr. joyed a pleasant outing.
and we have our suspicions that
o r sa le.
,.
be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
tuberculosis, while practically all oi Fegley and family were driving
A farm of 54 acres in the borough of ] Will
our old Democratic war horse John
The
old
town,
so
rich
in
historical
JUNfi 1, 1908, at D u d d ’s hotel, GratersTrappe.
Numerous
springs
of
pure
water;
the children have some disease or
McBride
is
that
one,
as
he
is
an
en
ford,
one full carload of West Vir
to
church
on
the
Ridge
pike
interest, presents a much different thusiastic admirer of the Great Ad two streams of water running through ginia Pa.,
other.
horses, ranging in age from 3 to 6
farm.
Enough
fine
building
stone
(easily
last
Sunday
morning.
The
car
Rev. William H. Connolly, for the
and more attractive appearance now mired. Well, if we were a Demo quarried) on the place to build a town. A years, good sizes and colors, well broke,
past three years rector of St. Ga riage and harness were consider than it did thirty years ago. It has crat as we are a Republican, we bargain in real estate. For further infor ready to go to work. I have trotters,
pacers, draft, road and general purpose
or Tuesdays,
briel’s Catholic church at Hazleton ably damaged, but no person was
horses, and I am sure I can please my
felt the impulses of progress and would never lay down our arms, mation call, Mondays
AT THIS OFFICE.
Pa., died from kidney trouble, aged
patrons. I have the best load I sold at
ammunition, and enthusiasm, but
hurt.
The
driver
of
the
automobile
the
spirit
of
improvement,
Is
to
be
this place this season, weighing from 1400
forty-four years.
cling
to
Bryan
like
a
gnat
to
a
to 1500 pounds. They can be seen and in
attempted
to
conceal
the
number
of
observed from one end of our long blanket. Some enthusiastic one has
H arry Russell, a ten-year-old boy,
C
O
H
D
IT
IO
N
O
If
the _____
three days prior to day of sale. I
C
O
LLEG
E—
has confessed to robbing a Railroad his license tag, but was compelled and widened Main street to theother. placed him in close juxtaposition to VILLBn a t i o n a l b a n k , a t c o l l e g b v i l l b , i n spected
will have Philadelphia buyers at the sale
depot at Spokane, Wash., of 1500, a to show it.g
T H B STA TE O F P E N N S Y L V A N IA , A T T H E CLOSE
for
your
marketable horses. One full car
The many attractive homes and well the Nazerene. Well, it is under O F B U SIN E SS , H A Y 14, 1908.
load of nice fresh and springer cows, se-.
crime for which an aged section fore
stood
Washington
was
the
Father
of
RESOURCES.
lected in the Shenandoah Valley, Virginia,
kept lawns, and the abundance of
man had been arrested.
his country, Abraham Lincoln the Loans and discounts............................ $96,078 27 which will be sold at 1 o’clock p. m. One
ESmer Peterson, aged seventeen
Jo ttin g s F rom L im erick. shade afforded by many stately trees Saver
Overdrafts,
secured
and.unsecured—
1
00
of Shenandoah Valley, Virginia,
of his country, and Bryan the U. S. Bonds to secure circulation........ 26,000 00 carload
and his brother, Charles, aged six
hogs, shoats and pigs, all healthy and
add
charm'and
beauty,
to
the
bor
Moses
to
lead
the
Democratic
party
Premiums on U . S . Bonds................... 1,098 76 thriving, which will be sold at 10 o’clock
Rev. Dr. S. Rice, of Philadelphia,
teen, were killed in a mine of the
securities, etc............/•............ 65,376 44
ough. If some of the old timers, to the happy land of Canaan. The Bonds,
m. Gentlemen, this is stock of my o wn
Banking; house, furniture, and fixtures 8,682 54 a.
Pennsylvania Coal & Coke company evangelist and assistant editor of
selection, and I know what I advertise;
bright
light
in
the
occidental
borK
now
“sleeping
’neath
the
sod
and
Due
from
National Banks (not reserve
a t Hastings, near Johnstown. Pa.
therefore,
don’t fail to come, and remem
the Christian Standard, will preach
.........................
™
the dew,” could return to behold zon is to be reckoned with, and he Dueagents)..................
Tuesday, May 26.
from approved reserve agents...... 16,762 49 ber I will sell the hogs at 10 o’clock a. m.,
in
the
U.
E.
Church
next
Sunday
is
no
dark
horse.
The
Minnesotian
and other cash items...............
10 38 the cows at 1 o’clock p. m., and the
Five persons lost their lives in the
the transformation they would is uo small potatoes, and its not me, Checks
Notes of other National B anks........... 1,610 00 horses at 2 o’clock p. m. Free dinner to
floods in Oklahoma and many had nar afternoon at 2.30.
paper currency, nickels,
by
surely rub their eyes and take an you and the rest of the family with Fractional
and cents....................................
135 62 bidders and buyers. J. Conditions
row escapes.
H. FISHER, agt.
Henry Krause and family, of Ob other look.
Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, vi*:
him,
as
in
all
his
speeches
he
does
Thomas E. French, Samuel K. Rob elisk, were the guests of Mr. and
................ $8,000 60
not refer to his candidacy for first Specie...............
Legal-tender notes............ 1,810 00— 9,810 60
bins and George J. Bergen were ap
Redemption
fund
with
U. S. Treasurer
ANTED.
place in Uncle Sam’s endurance
pointed receivers for the State Mutual Mrs. Isaiah Tyson, Sunday.
(5 per cent, of circulation)......... 1,250 00
A middled-aged woman, or girl,
P
a
ra
g
ra
p
h
s
F
rom
Y
erk
es.
run.
But
he
who
lives
the
longest
Building & Loan association of New
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Pennypacker
T otal...........................................$224,678 21 for general housework; must be a good
will
see
the
most
and
find
the
most
cook. Two in family. Apply to
Jersey.
Rev. Jesse Mack attended the out, and will soon know who is who
LIABILITIES
were the ghests of Mr. and Mrs. H.
MRS. CHAS. A. LODER,
Stanictos Rokwski, sixteen years oi
Capital
stock
paid
in
....»..........
$60,000
00
5-31.
Areola, Pa.
regular
services
of
the
Philadelphia
and what’s what.
age, an inmate of the Boys’ Protectory F. Stauffer, Sunday.
Surplus fund................................... 8,000 00
Undivided profits, less expenses and
Mission
at
the
Mennonite
church
at
at Flatlands, near Norristown, Pa., was
Frank Rahn is re-roofing his
E’er another I n d e pe n d e n t has
taxes paid......... ............................. 2,465 16
ANTED.
2151 N. Howard street, Sunday reached its readers another Me National Bank notes outstanding....... 25,000 00
drowned while bathing in the Perkio house.
wheat and oat straw. Ap
Due
other National B anks........
739
94 ply to Baled
men creek.
SEIDEL & TOWNSEND,
morial Day will have passed and Bue to
afternoon.
to Trust Companies and Savings
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Miller visited
Congressman Charles E. Littlefield
Banks ..............
893 19 Mattress Manufacturers, Norristown, Pa.
How quickly time flies and
Mr. and Mrs. James Detwiler gone.
204 and 206 Marshall Street.
4-30.
deposits subject to check... 73,076 31
of Maine, who will retire from con W. H. Kauler at Boyer town, Sun
how surely are we approaching that Individual
Demand certificates of deposit....... 385
00
v-isited Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Landes bourne from which no traveler re Savings Deposits............................ 69,091 84
gress at the conclusion of his present day.
76 77 :
o t ic e .
term, was admitted to practice law in
turns. The meo who fought in the Cashier’s checks outstanding ............
Notice is hereby given that the un->
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Scheffey Sunday.
the federal courts by Judge Hough in
T
o
tal...............................................$224,#78
21
civil war are old men now, and the
dersigned has made application for the re
Mr.
Edward
Detwiler
visited
his
State
of
Pennsylvania,
County
}
gs
and son spent Sunday visiting in
New York city.
boys in blue in ’61 are few. The
newal of Certificate No. 5—36, for 15 shares
i
brother Harry at Port Providence, scholars
Wednesday, May 27.
of common stock of Reading Company,
of Saint Paul’s Memorial' I, W.ofD.Montgomery,
Pughtown.
Kenninger,
Cashier
of
the
above
to Lucinda T. Miller and dated the
P eter Celop, an Austrian, was hang
on Sunday.
Sunday School wifi each of them named hank, do solemnly swear that the above issued
first
day of December, 1904, the same hav
statement
is
true
to
the
best
of
my
knowledge
Mr. and Mrs. John Matthew en
ed at Harrisburg, P a , for the murdei
ing been lost or destroyed. Finder will
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Elias H, bring a boquet of flowers to the
____
of Stefan Cosio, on Dec. 9 last.
tertained John Hallman and son Al Detwiler a daughter. Congratula church Sunday, and after appropri and belief. W. D. KENNINGER,
Cashier.
please return to
Alleged to have scolded four men
LUCINDA T. MILLER,
ate memorial services they place the Subscribed and sworn to before me this 21st 5-14-4t.
vin,
Sunday.
Trappe, Montgomery Co., Pa.
May, 1908.
and embarrassing them In public, Mrs
tions. '
flowers on the graves of the soldiers day ofJOSEPH
C. LANDES, Notary Public.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Groff,of JenkCarrie Nation was arrested at P itts
My
commission
expires
January
28,1911.
Mrs. P. H. Colehower spent Sat buried in the burying ground at
burg. P a , charged with disorderly con intown, spent several days re
T C. TYSON,
__
tached to the church. Flowers of Correct—Attest F: J. CLAMER,
urday
in Norristown.
duct
all kinds, any kinds, daisies, butter
cently with Mr. and Mrs. Davis
M. B. LINDERMAN,
Frank Stillwell, eighteen years old
M ason a n d B ric k la y e r,
Frank Permar, who was hired cups, flowers, glorious flowers. So
J . M. KOONS,
Directors.
serving a sentence for burglary at the Groff.
LIMERICK, FA.
with Mr. C. D. Hunsicker, has re will the memories of the boys who Commenced business February 14, 1907.
Indiana reformatory at Jeffersonville,
Linford Scblichter and Miss Ella turned to his home at Providence gave their life for our country, our
Stone, brick, and cement'work neatly exe
killed himsel’f in his cell by hanging Freeman of Pottstown, visited Mr.
cuted. Estimates furnished and contractsflag, God and our country. The
taken.
4-30-8m.
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Square.
himself with a towel.
Bible and our Flag. .Blessed are
and
Mrs.
B.
F.
Scblichter,
on
Sun
Estate
of
Ammon
Rimby,
late
of
W liiam M. Simpson, a well-known
Jacob Funk is making prepar the memories of our noble dead. Collegeville, Montgomery county, de j^ L B E R T 8CH EUREN,
locomotive engineer, was shot and day.
Blessed be the memories of the ceased. Letters testamentary on the above
ations to build a large silo.
having been granted the under
killed at Roanoke, Va., by Sadie But
Mr. Edgar Schmidt, of Bangor,
blessed sires wjio gave us a free estate
signed, all persons indebted to said estate
ler, formerly of Lynchburg, who im
j^bram
Jones
is
having
a
story
B oot a n d S h o e m a k e r,
land,
and
blessed
be
the
Giver
of
all
Pa., is visiting Dr. and Mrs. B. F.
are requested to make immediate payment,
mediately drank a bottle of carbolic
added to his kitchen. Isaiah Ty good for preserving us as a nation. and those having legal claims to present Next door to post office, COLLEGE
Dismant.
acid and died in a few minutes.
without delay to
VILLE, PA. All kinds of repairing done.
son, of Limerick,is doing the mason On came the Boys in Blue to the the samePENN
TRUST COMPANY,
repaired. Your patronage so
Mrs. Arthur Derr and daughter uMrk, and George Hallman, of Mont old flag every time.
Norristown, Pa. Harness
licited.
3-12.
spent Sunday with her parents Clare, the carpenter work.
Fighting for good old Uncle Sam,
Or its attorney,,Wm. F. Dannebower,
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS
Storm’d
on
them
with
shot
and
shell,
Norristown,
Pa.
5-7.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Miller, of Neion them with bayonet well,
EO. A. WEN R IC K ,
The Mennonite school closed on Charg’d
The Latest Closing Prices In the fer.
Drove off the foe pell-mell—
G
s
t
a
t
e
n
o
t
i
c
e
.
Principal Markets.
Down at Antietam.
Tuesday with a picnic at Valley
— DEALER IN —
Estate of William S. Buckwalter,
Mrs. Harry Stern and children Forge, in which it was joined by
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR steady;
Place
flowers
on
the
graves
of
late of Lower Providence township, Mont
winter extras, new, $3.85@4; Penn of Collegeville, are visiting her parcount.!, Pa., deceased. Letters of Stoves, Ranges,
the grammar schools of Trappe and loved ones,, on the graves of those gomery
sylvania roller, clear, $4.10@4.20; city
administration upon said estate having
we
loved
well;
on
the
graves
of
mills, fancy, $5.70@5.90. RYE FLO U R ebts, Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Miller.
Green Tree. Every one reports an those with whom we touched elbows been granted to the undersigned, all per
firm, at $4.50 @ 4.60 per barrel.
sons indebted to the estate are requested
Hot Air Furnaces,
Montgomery Hartehstine
WHEAT steady; No. 2 -red, western,
unusually good time.- About a hun and remember those who sleep in to make immediate payment, and those
$1.00@ 1.01. CORN firm;
No. 2 painfully injured one day last week.
having claims against the same to pre
far-away
graves;
in
unknown
graves.
dred
enjoyed
the
day.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA .
yellow, local, 84@85c. OATS quiet;
without delay to
They gave their lives that this sent them KATE
No. 2 white, clipped, 58%@59c.; lower He was loading trolley poles and
S. BUCKWALTER,
Mary
Danehower
and
Alvin
Funk
grades, 57c. HAY steady; timothy, was knocked from the ear by the
Administratrix.
country should be God’s country.
large bales, $17.50@18. PORK firm;
are to be congratulated for attend God’s Land and Old Glory the Flag Collegeville P. O., Pa.
T in R oofin g a n d S p o u tin g D o n e
per barrel. $18.50. BEEF steady, at movement of one of the poles.
ing
every
session
of
the
Mennonite
of the Free.
$25 @ 26 for beef hams per barrel.
w ith R est q u a lity M a teria l.
s t a t e n o t ic e .
An evening party was given in school throughout the school year.
POULTRY: Live steady; hens, 13@
Mrs. McKee, wife of the pastor of
Estate of J. Michael Ettinger, late
13%c.; old roosters, 9Vic. Dressed honor of Harry Weidenbach Satur
the Green Tree church, attended a of Upper Providence, Montgomery county,
steady; choice fowls, 14%c.; old roost
Roofs Repaired and Repainted. Stove
Letters testamentary on the Castings
ers lOVfcc. BUTTER steady; extra day evening. About 125 young
and Fire Bricks Supplied. Jobbing
district meeting of the W. T. C. U. deceased.
above
estate
having
been
granted
the
un
creamery, 25c. EGGS firm; selected, persons enjoyed the event.
FROM OAKS.
4-4.
at Worcester, Thursday.
dersigned, all persons indebted to said promptly attended to.
19@21c.: nearby, 17V6c.; western, 18c.
A bantam rooster belonging to
estate
are
requested
to
make
immediate
POTATOES steady; old, per bushel,
A young Polander, 16 years old,
We had the pleasure of meeting payment, and those having legal claims, J O H N G. SAYLOR,
85@90c.; new, per barrel, $3@3.25.
Master Frank Tyson, son of Isaiah
BALTIMORE! — WHEAT firm; No. Tyson, is looking after and dir6ct- was drowned in the Perkiomen be Dr. Roland G. Curtin of Bellefonte, to present the same without delay to
low the Pen nsy R. R. bridge Sun Sunday; a relative of the good old
MILTON ETTINGER, Executor,
2 spot, $1.01% @1.01%; steam er No. 2
AGENT FOR THE CELEBRATED
R. D. 1, Phœnixville, Pa.
spot, 96@96%c.; southern, 96%@$1. ing the movements of two broods of day afternoon, while in 'swimming. war Governor in thè days that tried
Or his attorney, A. R. Place, Norristown,
CORN steady; mixed spot, 73V4c.; young chickens the bantam appro He was employed in the engine
men’s souls.
Pa.
4-80.
steamer mixed, 69%c.; southern, 75@ priated from two mother bens. The
room of the Protectory.
78%c. OATS steady; white, No. 2,
A.
J.
Brower
has
good
ice
cream
bantam
is
sole
boss,
guide,
and
pro
59%@60c.; No. 3, 58@58%c.; No. 4,
A man from Camden, N. J.,’ had for sale Wednesday, Saturday and ■ ^ rM . W ILLS,
55@55%c.; mixed, No. 2, 56%@57c.; tector, and the bens are ruled out.
his leg broken by the slipping of Sunday. Call on him and see for
No. 3, 54@55c.; No. 4, 52@53c. EGGS
Charles Kramer had a narrow es the crank in his autompbile. The
steady; fancy Maryland, Pennsylvania
C a rp e n te r a n d B uilder,
and Virginia, 16%c.; W est Virginia, cape with his life the other day. mobile skidded and the crank struck yourself.
16c.; southern, 15%c. BUTTER easy; He was at the bottom of a 35-foot
Mrs.
Clara
Davis
Jarrett,
of
Nor
PA. Jobbing promptly
creamery separator extras, 24c.; held, well on Jacob Deshler’s place, and his leg, breaking the leg. He was ristown, and Misses Maude and COLLEGEVILLE,
taken to Berwyn, where he was Rebe Brower, of Norristown, were attended to. Estimates furnished. 4-30-4t
18@19c.; prints, 24@28c.; Maryland
and Pennsylvania dairy prints, 15 @16c. the box he had part filled with cared for.
in town on Sunday.
crushed rock was nearing the top
Q A S O L IN E ENGINES.
And the Lion Fence.
In last week’s I n d e pe n d e n t we
when the rope attached to the wind
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hallman
Live Stock Markets.
Both are among the very best fencing on
said
Ward
Nichols
returned
thanks
Gasoline
Engines
for
sale,
all
sizes.
PITTSBURG (Unipn Stock Yards)— lass broke and the box descended. to Mr. Caleb Cresson Jr. for a hand visited the city, Saturday.
the market and for cheapness and dura
Steam
Engines,
Threshers,
Saw
Mills,
A shovel standing on the most ele
CATTLE steady; choice, $6.75 @7
bility
cannot be excelled. For particulars
Daniel McBride visited his par
prime, $6.40@6.65. SHEEP slow
Feed Mills, other machinery taken in ex &ppiy to
vated portion of the bottom of the some bouquet of flowers. Since ents on Sunday.
prime wethers, $5}- common, $2@3
then we hear it was the Ladies’
change. Write for prices. Agents wanted. JOHN G. SAYLOR, Near Eagleville, Pa.
lambs, $4@6.10; veal calves, • $6.50@ well broke the downward movement
Ward Nichols, wlio cut his foot
T ipi GEISER M’F’G CO.,
7.75. HOGS slow: prime heavies, me of the box, and Mr. Knauer escaped Guild of Saint Paul’s who presented badly with an ax, is getting along
R. D. No. 1, Norristown. Bell ’phone 45-M.
diums and heavy Yorkers, $5.70@5.75; with painful injuries to his head the bouquet of flowers. So they do
4-2-3m.
223-225
S. Warren St., Trenton, N. J.
finely
and
will
be
out
again
shortly.
light Yorkers, $5.50; pigs, $5; roughs, shoulders.
to all who are afflicted or injured,
Local Option Advocates Have a
Candidate.

Tuberculosis Exhibty.
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Page Woven Wire Fence

S4.25@4.75.

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY
tears, she added, "You didn’t marry
A TALE OF THE SEA
me for my money, did you, Law
rence?” .
The Upside Down Cruise of the Cap
“N-no, not exactly—that Is—you
tain of the Erndte.
know,” stammered Fairchild, discon
An
almost
Incredible instance of the
certed by the news as well as by his perils attending
those who go to sea
wife’s agitation, “I thought you were was the basis of a story told in a mari
T h e M o n tgo m e ry T ru st C o m p a n y (the old est and
pretty well fixed, you know. Those time court of i>antzic some years ago
By W. Crawford Sherlock.
one of the stro n g e st In the county) m ay be appointed
seven Saratoga trunks and all those by the captain of the sailing ship
fetching gowns you wore certainly In Erndte. Nothing that Jules Verne,
» Copyrighted, 1907, by Homer Sprague.
your Executor and Trustee, thereby obtaining for
dicated wealth.”
Clark Bussell and H. G. Wells ever
“Those gowns were left to me when fancied In their wonderful tales sur
you one w hich w ill be perm anent of office and
“You won’t keep me waiting long, my Aunt Clara died,” sobbed Mrs.
passed the story told by Captain Enwill you, Beatrice?” urged Fairchild, Fairchild hysterically. “I made every gellandt
good security at no m ore expense th an where
“Long engagements seldom terminate one over myself and took the few
He had sailed from Memel with a
isppily.”
hundred dollars she left me to come cargo of planks for Oldenburg. The
individual Executors and T ru ste e s are appointed.
"Don’t they?” Inquired Miss Morrl here for the summer. I was only a captain remained at the wheel during
poor
girl
working
In
a
Chicago
depart
•on provokingly. “I have never had
a gale which overtook the vessel next
ment store before I married you. I night and at 4 in the morning went to
T h e M o n tg o m e r y T r u s t C o m p a n y h a s been in a ctive b u sin e ss
any experience.”
never told you I was rich, and I ’m sure his cabin to change his wet clothes.
for m a n y years, a n d is know n to be sa fe co n se rv ativ e and
“Neither have I,” returned Fairchild you can’t say I did.”
He had Just got Into dry undercloth
Indignantly. "I speak from observa
w e ll m a n a g e d , w h ich a s su r e s you th a t your e sta te w ill not be
“No, you never did, but I thought ing when his vessel capsized, and he
tlon. Don’t keep me In suspense, but you were, all the same,” returned
w a ste d .
W e w rite w ills w ith o u t c h a r g e a n d hold them ,
found himself standing on the roof of
name the day, won’t you?”
Fairchild, who had pulled hifnself to the cabin, the door of which the sea
p ro vid in g th e C o m p a n y is ap p o in te d E x e cu to r or T ru ste e .
“ Why, Lawrence, we’re Just engag gether by this time and was facing had hermetically closed.
edl” opposed the girl coyly. “We her with a grim smile upon his lips.
By loosening the boards of what was
shouldn’t talk about marrying for a “I guess It’s about time for a perfect now the roof he got into the hold,
CORRESPONDENCE AND PERSONAL CALLS WELCOMED
understanding. Beatrice, I’m as poor which contained only loose sails. For
year a t le a st”
as
Job’s
turkey,
or
poorer,
If
that
was
tunately some shelves of a high cup
“I’m going to Chicago next month)”
possible. All I have In this wide, wide
declared Fairchild emphatically, “and world Is a small clerkship in a Boston board remained Intact, and from them
he collected some cans of condensed
shall expect you to be all ready to mar store.” .
milk, some prunes, rice, sugar and sau
ry me then.”
“But the automobile and the money sage. He also found a hammer.
“I’ll never marry In Chicago,” assert you speht like water?” gasped his
For twelve days the master of the
DeKalb and Main Sts.
ed Beatrice positively. “I Just hate wife, her tears subsiding as she gaied ship lived in his prison, eating as spar
a t him In u ttjr bewilderment. “Every ingly as possible and drinking sea
th a t town.”
since its organization has paid-over
"Then why not marry me here?” body said you were immensely rich.”
water, which appeared to have no ill
T h a t’s w hat they said about you, effect on him. He employed his free
pleaded her lover, taking her hand and
$ 4 7 5 ,0 0 0 to its depositors in Your Choice in STORE GOODS at bed
gazing earnestly Into her dark blue my dear,” returned Fairchild senten- time In hammering on the steel bottom
interest on their ac
tiously. “As for my automobile, it was of the ship to attract the attention of
rock prices awaits you at
eyes. "Yon have no relatives to con borrowed from a friend who went
counts.
passing
vessels.
He
knew
when
it
was
sult, nor have I. We can do as we abroad for the summer, and, as for the
day, for a dim light penetrated the
please, and no one can object”
$ 2 6 5 ,0 0 0 to its stockholders in
cash I have been wasting so extrava
water.
“Oh, th at would be Impossible! gantly, it was the savings of years.
The same water is used over
dividends on their
On
the
twelfth
day
the
Norwegian
Why, I wouldn’t have time to get I made up my mind to have one good
and
over again to operate
stock.
steamer Aurora sighted the wreck and
ready."
time this summer and see how It felt sent a boat to take 'it in tow. Engel'And has accumula
“You don’t need any more clothes If to be rich, so I Just came down here.”
landt had fallen asleep; but, hearing
Hot Water and
that Is w hat you mean,” argued Fair$ 3 0 0 ,0 0 0
' ’W ith the purpose of marrying a rich footsteps over his head, he began ted a surplus of
child. “You had seven big Saratogas girl, I suppose,”- Interposed his wife,
Steam Systems
Our large and well assorted stock of
knocking with his hammer and shout
with you when you came to Ocean Vil struggling to regain her composure.
SPRING and SUMMER DRESS GOODS
ing for help. The Aurora’s men re IT IS liberal to its depositors.
la and have worn a different gown
includes Lawns, Dimities, Percales, Laces,
Only a few gallons need to
“To be frank, th a t w as my purpose,’*
Conservative in its investments.
every time I have seen you, which has admitted Fairchild laconically. “Didn’t turned to their ship for tools, with
Embroideries, &c. Stock of Muslins, Cali
be added during a season.
which
they
bored
a
hole
through
the
Careful
in
its
management.
■not been seldom, to say the le a st”
coes, and Ginghams, complete..
you come here with the design of mak bottom of the Erndte where they had
Automatically
“I know, but"— Fairchild, however, ing a good match?” Mrs. Fairchild heard the shouting. When they drew If not a Depositor, would it not pay
dperated,
would listen to no objections and nodded. “Well,” continued her hus out their drill, a man’s finger followed,
you to become one ?
safe
pleaded so eloquently th at Miss Mor band brightly, “we have both drawn and they soon learned that Engellandt
and
C
a
r
p
e
t
S
w
e
e
p
e
r
s
,
rison finally agreed to marry him the
blank In the marriage lottery so far had food for four days more and wish
very
following Thursday.
as money is concerned, haven’t we? ed to be towed to land, for it was Im
S ix D ifferen t S ty les.
durable.
The news of the approaching wed We are married, nevertheless, and, possible to release him In the open sea.
ding was soon circulated among the money or no money, I love you, little
The Aurora towed the wreck safely
IDEAL
guests of the fashionable Ocean Villa, woman. l e t us be happy, anyway.”
to Neufahrwasser, where with consid
Boitqrs
FOR
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS in
and many were the congratulations and
“Money isn’t everything, Lawrence,” erable difficulty It was attached to a
and
variety. Dress and Neglige Shirts that
well wishes extended to the prospec whispered Mrs. Fairchild tenderly; huge crane, a plate was unloosened,
AMERICAN
will please buyers.
Radiato»
tive bride and groom. These manifes “we’ve had our good time, and now and the Imprisoned m aster was freed.
tations of good feeling were not un we have each other.”
He was perfectly conscious and even
12 KINDS
mixed with some traces of envy.
THE BEST MADE SHOES to suit all
able to walk alone. The three men
ONE OF T H E VERY
“I don’t see what Mr. Fairchild sees
tastes Patent Colt, Vici Hid, and other
An Invinoible.
who had constituted his crew were of
Russia Cal f styles.
In th at Beatrice Morrison,” declared
’ B E ST BO ILER S ON
When Aldbiades was told th at his course drowned when the vessel cap
Amanda Sparks, who had entertained countrymen had passed sentence of sized.—New York Tribune.
Light Color
* THE HARKET.
more than a friendly regard for the death upon him for being a t the head
THE GROCERY DEPARTMENT con
12
,
$2.50,
$3.
prospective young Benedict “She’s as of a- conspiracy to overthrow the re
tains anything required in good, fresh, de
A PARIS CAFE.
ligious and political constitution of
IRusset Viei, pendable stock.
Athens he said, “I will show them I The Winning Ways of a Smooth and
The undersigned will furnish and erect
Dark, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00; high and
still live.” He obtained from Sparta
SUMMER HORSE CLOTHING, Lap IDEAL B O ILER S and guarantee satis
Wily Extortionist.
low
heels,
in
all
kinds.
YOU
GET
SUITED
assurance of personal safety and went
Spreads, &o., &o,
faction. Will also furnish and erect the
At Palllard’s and the Cafe de la and FITTED here. PATENT COLT Ox
hither. He delighted and charmed the
FR
E E D BO ILER S — excellent steam
Paix,
which
latter
is
now
owned
by
fords for dress; some very fine ones, $3.00
Spartans, as he had the Athenians in
LAWN MOWERS, strong, easy run makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
who began Hfe as a bottle $2.50, $2.00, $1.50. We have shoes in all
his earlier years. He adopted their Ledoyer,
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
ning, and clean cutters.
washer and is today worth 2,000,000 the leathers above named and prices.
customs and dress and was the strict
of Collegevllle. Windmills furnished and
francs,
you
will
be
fairly
certain
of
a
est Spartan of them all. He wore his
C H ILD R EN 'S SH O ES. A Large
Full line of HARDWARE. POULTRY erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
hair short, bathed in the icy waters carte with the prices affixed, but at the stock of them in all kinds. Russets have WIRE NETTING, all sizes.
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb
Cafe
de
Paris,
unless
you
are
known,
of the Eurotes and ate their black you will meet the carte with nó price the call this season.
ing done at reasonable prices.
broth and barley bread. They believed stated, which means that you will be
th at he had been misrepresented. In charged whatever the maitre d’hotel
truth, as Plutarch said, “he changed thinks you are able or willing to pay.
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color more quickly than a cjiameleon.” It may be th at you will suggest that
In Sparta he was grave, temperate the usual ‘carte would be a greater
Main S t , Norristo.wp, Pa.
and fond of physical exerolse; In Ionia compliment to your common sense, but
he was easy going, luxurious and mer If you do th at you ■are a brave man.
ry; In Thrace he was drunken, in The cowards may console themselves
H
Thessaly he was devoted to horseman with the reflection th at in the eyes
---IT
W
IL
L
-----ship, and In the court of the Persian of the management (bey are either
Batraps he surpassed Tissaphemes princes, rich Americans or fools. I
himself In magnificence. As Sparta have seen half a hundred princes, a
was to be the prize of the Athenian few rich Americans and a great many
f
victory, he showed the people their fools, for unless o je is born to the pur GARDEN and FIELD SEEDS
---- TO VISIT-----danger, advising them to begin active ple the maitre d’hotel of such a place
»
operations against th at city. No bet as the Cafe de Paris is apt to tower
OF ALL KINDS.
m
ter advice could have been given them, above one, a greater man than Saul of
m
n
and they profited by it. 1
Tarsus. I recall ’ the Incident of an
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American who did object, not to the
Questioning Is Not Conversation.
carte, but to the bill as rendered, and Poultry Wire.
Where you can get GOOD SERVICEABLE
The man who Imagines that the art what do you think happened to him?
SHOE8 for Men, Women and Children
of conversation consists in asking ques
at the LOWEST POSSIBLE
“If monsieur pleases,” suavely said
Fence Wire.
tions spoils conversation as much as the maitre d’hotel, “It will afford us
PRICES.
“ W H A T I” S H O U T E D F A IB C H H iD , E IS IN O IN
the man who never asks any. People the greatest pleasure to extend to mon
We give $10.00 of Crown Trading Stamps
H IS S U R P R IS E .
of this description will Interrupt a sieur the hospitality of the house, in
on all purchases of $1.00 or more.
In making yonr purchases at -jpE
plain as a pipestem, and all her speaker as frequently as they do in the whicl) case monsieur will of course pay
FENTON’S STORE. Years of #
clothes don’t give her the slightest French chamber and run anxiously nothing, but unless monsieur wishes to
experience
enables the proprietor £&
style.”
from subject to subject with their inter accept we must ask him to pay the full
to
know
just
what to buy, how 2 a
CHAS.
A.
SABELOSKY,
“I t’s her money he’s a fte r/’ asserted rogatories, like a cackling hen th at is amount of the bill as rendered. We
By the Pound, Pint, Quart or Gallon.
to buy, and how to sell the thou- w
Leslie Warren, who had made dili going to lay an egg. Horace Walpole, cannot permit th at our tariff should be
2« AND 138 W. MAIN 8TREET,
sand and more articles kept in ¿jffe.
gent Inquiries into Miss Morrison’s when exiled at Houghton, bemoans the questioned.”
stock
in a thoroughly equipped #4
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financial standing. “Mrs. Rockingham existence of such a pest in -the person
Oh, there are ways ¡^-“Famous Cafes
general store.
3A
says she’s as rich as can be, owns all of an a u n t Writing to his friend Sir and Restaurants Abroad,” by Aubrey
sorts of land and warehouses In Chi Horace Mann, be says: “I have an aunt Lanston, In Bohemian Magazine.
In DRY GOODS, GROCER- 4 4
cago.”
here, a family piece of„ goods, an old
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED | |
“Mr. Fairchild is very wealthy,” as remnant of Inquisitive hospitality and
Shrewd Advice.
’ GOODS, or in any department of s i
serted Miss Sparks indignantly, “apd economy. She wore me so down by
The virtues of a keen business man Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
the big store on the comer you 4MyEstablished - . 1875 .
does not need to marry for money. He day and night with Interrogations that are often negative rather than posi
will find what you want at the
occupies the best suit of rooms in the I dreamed all night she was a t my ear tive. It is said that a great broker
PAINTS, TOOLS, ETC/, *
right price.
^4
Ocean Villa, has his own automobile with a who’s, why’s, when’s and what’s once told his son that only two things
and spends bis money Just lavishly. till, at last in my very sleep I cried out, were necessary to make a great finan
Ready-made pantaloons and jp l
N o . 2 0 6 B ridge S t.,
H e’s not marrying for money, that’s ‘For heaven’s sake, madam, ask me no cier.
I Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed's ijMfc
sure.”
more questions.’ ”
“And what are those, papa?” the son
Boots and Shoes are among the
PHCEWIXVILLE, PA.
“Neither Is Miss Morrison,” retorted
Dr. Johnson’s dislike of being ques asked.
specialties.
¡Warren. “She’s not plain, but Just the tioned is well known, and he gives the
“Honesty and sagacity.”
Both ’Phones. J. P. 8TETLER, Manager.
U
u
reverse In my opinion; much better classic refutation of the habit In his
“But what do you consider the mark
44
Crockery and Glassware, Paints, # 4
looking for a woman than Fairchild Is own inimitable style: “Sir, questioning of honesty to be?”
^
O il,.putty, Hardware.
AND
for a man.”
is not the mode of conversation among
“Always to keep your word.”
FRANK
W.
SHALKOP,
Despite these and sundry other ad gentlemen. I t Is assuming a superior
Gents’ Furnishing Goods In 4 #
“And the mark of sagacity?”
verse criticisms, however, the course ity, and it is particularly wrong to
£ 4 variety.
g
“Never to give your word.”
(Successor
to
John
8
.
Kepler,)
7
of true love ran smooth, and on the question a man concerning himself.”—
appointed day Lawrence Fairchild and Chambers’ Journal.
Not at His Best.
m
IN VARIETY.
Beatrice Morrison were married. A
“I was surprised,” Said the Rev. Mr.
Full
assortment
of
Cakes
and
Confection
short trip to Niagara was planned, and
Gooseberries on Trees.
Goodman sternly, “to see you playing
ery always,on hand. Ice Cream and Water
then the bridal couple - returned to
Travelers In Burma see many strange golf last Sabbath. I should think you’d
Ices. Special attention given to sapplvins:
Ocean Villa.
Weddings and Parties.
TRAPPE,
PA.
things, and perhaps one of the stran do better”—
"Beatrice,” said Fairchild the morn gest Is the way In which some kinds erf
“Oh,” replied Hardman, “I usually
JOHN H. OUSTER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
ing after their return to Ocean Villa, fruit grow. For instance, gooseberries do. I was in wretched form last Sun
¡»ju.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
“I will have to ask you to loan me a that a t home grow on small bushes In day.”—Philadelphia Press.
thousand until I get my remittances. this part of the world grow on trees
S
I ’m a little short of ready money.”
over twenty-five feet high. They are
Polyglot Surely.
“A thousand, Lawrence!’! exclaimed not a soft, pulpy fruit, but are as hard
Hewitt—Does your wife know more
¡Mrs. Fairchild in astonishm ent “Why, as marbles. The real Burman grapes than one language? Jewett—She cer
I never had th at much money In the also grow on high trees and not on tainly does. She reads French novels
against loss by death from disease or acci
(world!”
vines. They hang from the branches In the original, talks in her sleep in
dent in the L O W E R P R O V I D E N C E
“W hat!” shouted Fairchild, rising In and trunk of the tree In clusters on a English, discharges the servant In Ger
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO.
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler Full amount of appraisement paid when loss
his surprise and staring In blank long stalk and are covered with a man and converses with our.youngest
Dead Animals Removed
an undertaker of many years’ experience' occurs.
¡amazement at his wife. “Yon never thick outer skin, which cannot be eat In baby talk.—Exchange.
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
I.
Z.
REINER,
President.
lhad a thousand dollars in your life? en. The cachou, or monkey nut, Is
expectations of those who will entrust me to
FREE OF CHARGE.
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
[Why, I thought”—
serve them.
also peculiar and consists of a large,
It Sounded Right.
pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and
“T hat I was wealthy, didn’t you?” Juicy fruit of soft pulp, with its nut
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
Teacher—Who can complete this sen
$1.(D for Dead Cows.
I3F“W111 meet trains at al) Stations. Or
■questioned Mrs. Fairchild calmly. or kernel attached to the outside of the tence, “He went^frorp bad to”— Wil ders received by telephone or telegraph. -25
Appraisers :
’iPhone—Bell, H-L.
rW ell, you never made a greater mis- fruit a t the end farthest from the stalk fred (who has been abroad with his
THEO. DETWILER, Eagleville; H. H.
jtake in your life, Lawrence.” Then, from which It hangs.—London Stand parents) — Baden-Baden. — New York
ROBISON,
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;
W.
E.
BEAN
KT TOUR P o l t e n P r in te d nt Trooper; JAMES A. MORGAN, 61 East G eo. W . S ch w eik er,
With evidences of rapidly approaching ard.
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Penn St., Norristown.
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been, there hers had gone also, and
whatever she had felt or dreamed he
had, too, understood.
P a rt of th e R outine of Every R ussian
Collegeville, Penna.,
Often she turned her wide open,
B usiness House.
frank eyes upon him in wonder at
$10 to' $25.
“You forget,” I observed, “that Rus
the keenness and power of his
Do tbe BEST CHOPPING and Is the BEST PLACE to get the BEST FEED, such as
thoughts, his seemingly unbounded sia is the original home and habitat of
Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Peed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats
Superb clothes that are "the
the cigarette,” says the Odessa corre
knowledge.
By WILLIAM H. HAMBY.
Peed for plenty of milk, etc., etc.,
spondent of the London Standard.
“I
wonder,”
she
said
musingly,
“why
extreme of value and quality
“The little paper tube of tobacco was,
Copyrighted, 1907, by M. M. Cunningham.
you
are
not
out
in
the
world.”
A T T H E L O W E S T C A S H P R IC E .
so to say, a national institution among
“I
am,”
he
laughed,
“unless
you
call
for Men and Young Men that
the Russians, gentle and simple, long
this paradise.”
Our excellent equipment and obliging employes enable us to supply your needs
A deep feeling of content and satis
are not satisfied with mere body •action
“But you are not ambitious?” she before It was seen between *tbe Ups of
BETTER and QUICKER than any other mill..
possessed David as he looked
the Englishman and Frenchman.”
the hills and valleys to the questioned.
My friend, a British merchant, on
'Give us a call and we will supply your wants a t short notice.
covering—ready-to-wear clothes icrojs
“No.
Why
should
I
be?”
»outh.
his first visit to Russia, was being in
“There
is
so
much
to
do
in
-the
that are not in the ready-made “Yes,” he said within himself, “she world,” she said, “and you have so troduced to a local banking house. As
F . J. CLAMER.
will like this when she comes.” '
the cashier momentarily laid aside his
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.
class and that cost no more tban He bought the plateau on top of the much ability.”
cigarette in a convenient ash tray to
“I
work
every
day.”
He
smiled.
hill, scarcely more than forty acres in
“But there is so much to be done to attend to us my visitor looked amazedthe ready-made do—You’re in all, and hired men to clear it.
ly around the spacious room, where
He took an ax and went with them help people, and they need it so much.” here and there among the staff of six
vited to come in 1and examine into the timber, for, although David
“Whenever I see a fellow th at needs
ty clerks he saw -the curling blue
was a dreamer, he could work with his help I help him if I can,” he replied smoke of many cigarettes. The cash
these
unusual
clothes.
cheerfully..
When you have occasion to introduce
hands even while the visions were up
“But think of the multitudes you can ier proffered his cigarette case.
on him.
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your Soft and Stiff Hats are Ready.
“Well, do you -know,” said my
never
see hère,” she argued.
Before autumn came the ground was
friend, “it is not by any means' our
home heated with steam or hot water, you
“Do
you
believe
that
everybody
was
cleared,, and then fruit trees and ber
of business, and yet somehow
want only the most skillful mechanics to All but one or two styles here are ries were set out. The house which made to quit his work and go out sihd notion
it looks homely and agreeable, and
hunt
for
distress?”
he
asked.
confined
exclusively
to
this
store.
D^vid built was planned carefully that
plan and execute the work.
none of these fellows appears to be
“No, of course not everybody.”
lazing or shirking.”
Whoever likes fine felts-, perfect It might be a rest to the body and a
“If
there
ever
wqs
one
that
was
not,
pleasure to the taste. A half dozen
Then came a further surprise for
that
one
am
I.
I
was
made
for
this,”
“ It’s Just Like This!”
workmanship amd correct workman oaks had been left growing in the yard,
my companion. A neatly dressed
and
his
gesture
took
in
the
hills
and
and a hedge of roses was planted all
waitress emerging from some lower
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating ship, can’t resist. Root Hats in the the way around it. Walks were laid sky. “I was made to live and dream. region
was passing behind the chief
new style for spring. Special styles and flowers planted beside them.
I did not make humanity suffer, and
counter bearing a large tray on which
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under for young men and conservative
God
has
never
laid
on
me
the
job
of
David had some money-^not much,
were some ten or twelve glasses of
styles for older men make easy pick but^enough. Still he chose to work curing their diseases and distresses, tea, with the usual small dish of
proper conditions they last foi; generations.
except
such
as
I
meet
in
my
daily
ing here for all tastes. Dunlap Stiff every day among the trees or In the work.”
sliced lemon and silver fork. The tea
was first distributed to the senior
Hats, $3.50 to $5, Stetson Soft Hats, garden. Every evening he sat on tjie
f It’s Just Like T h is!”
“I
t
is
a
pleasant
philosophy,”
she
porch and dreamed and waited.
clerks in the various departments, and
and $3.50. Other Hats, 50c. to $3.
said,
with
a
slow
smile,
“but
I
fear
it
When the orchard was bearing and
the waitress returned for further sup
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
the rough places had been made Is selfish.”
plies for the rest of the staff
Children’s
Tams,
50c.
to
$1.
She
seemed
to
be
troubled
as
they
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water
smooth David’s lodge on the hill was
“Also a Russian institution?” smil
went
down
the
hill
and
said
little.
ingly queried the Loudon merchant
Mothers, bring your children here the admiration of the community.
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good
For
two
weeks
he
did
not
see
her
Visitors were brought to see it, and
“Exactly,” I replied, “and the tea is
for their new headwear. Tams in tourists,
material and workmanship.
who sometimes came to the again. Hè waited, poised dizzily on
the finest quality.”
Golf lied, Blues, Brown, White and Ozarks, went out of their way to see the narrow ledge that runs between ofFrom
the bank we drove to the
darkness
and
light.
Gray, at 50c. and $1. They’re un the hill that blossomed as a garden.
“ It’s Just Like This!”
postofflee and telegraph station. In
If
she
was
really
the
dream
woman,
David still worked and dreamed and
usually nice, too.
these places it Is forbidden to the pub
When yop find it necessary to have any repairs made, send
waited. Sometimes at evening as he after a little struggle with the sense of lic to smoke, but liehind the counters
duties
that,
although
never
hers,
had
alone upon the porch and looked
in every department the cigarette and
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put 50c. Knitted Four-in-Hands 35c •sat
out over the silent places^-the hills and been laid upon her, she would see as tea were just as much in evidence as
They’re just the same kind that the valleys—a sense of loneliness came he sa.v and come to know th at this they were a t the bank. The tea is al
you to any avoidable inconvenience.
was her life too. But if she were not
other stores are selling for 50c. over bim.
the one for whom he had so long wait ways supplied by the establishment,
Suppose
she
should
never
come?
whatever it may be. The cigarettes
Just because the maker didn’t have
Even the shadow of a doubt made him ed’ she would go away and he would the officials and clerks find théma half dozen of each pattern he con grow
sick at heart. But she would—, never see her again.
selves.
I t had been another day of doubts
I-I2.
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sidered them odds and ends. That’s surely she would. Somewhere was the
and
fears.
Perhaps
she
had
already
the reason they’re 35c. instead of girl of whom he dreamed, the one that
OUR FIRST PATENT.
gone. Possibly he was a crazy dream
50c. Cross stripes and plain colors. loved the things he loved and thought er, after all. The sun was down and
the thoughts that came to him.
the robihs had begun their good night G ranted a t Boston In 1648 and W as
$5 and $7 Silk Petticoats $3.59. Some time she would grow tired and song
Called a Monopoly.
I am fully equipped at my New §
when he went to the house. As
turn aside to the hills. Then she would
To the general court of Massachu
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third
he
came
near
hisçtep
quickened
and
Only a handful of these wonderful find the fairest one of them all, and
his heart beat fast. She was on the setts belongs the honor of granting
mile South of Perkicmen Bridge,
Silk
Petticoats left, and unless you when she climbed to its top the home porch,
ju st as he had seen her that the first American patent. This was
to serve my old patrons and in
be ready, and he would be there, first time.
come soon you’ll be unable to get would
In 1648 and* was then designated as a
vite new onet to give me a trial.
waiting.
As he hurried toward her.she arose, monopoly. It was confined to the re
All work guaranteed.
i I the greatest Silk Petticoat ever
One day when the apple trees were
controlled by, Massachusetts, and
offered. Every garment a perfect in bloom and the oaks were brown Da- her soft hair blowing lightly about her gion
C arriages an d B u sin e ss
the .one Issue apparently included all
face,
and,
with
a
smile
of
timid
con
W agons B u ilt fo O rder
quality and beautifully made. We
the Invention of the Inventor connect
fession, held out her hands to him.
a t B ig h t P rices.
have shipped them in every direc
He took them both and held them ed with engines that depended upon
Now ready for Spring Painting
tion, and as far. as Buffalo, N. Y
tight. The lids drooped and covered water for their motive power. The
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
her
eyes, and the blood came up until limit of the monopoly was fourteen
Everybody
considers
them
wonderdone in the shop. Horseshoeing
it
bloomed
a beautiful confession in years, and the court not only retained
and General Repairing. Keystone
| ful bargains. $2 Hydegrade Azelia
power to forbid exportation, but to
her cheeks.
•'Phone.
Petticoats, $1.29.
B . II. GRATER,
“I knew you would come, dearest. As prevent exorbitant charges upon the
HOLD ON T H E R E !
I dreamed of you It was always like public for their use. The patent was
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
issued in this form:
this.”
Be caretul not to place your orders for
“Jenkes Monopolye.—At a generall
“Yes,” she said softly; “it was al
Building or other Lumber until we have had
Courte at Boston the 6th of the 3th
ways just like this.”
a chance to estimate on your wants. We
Mo 1648. The cor*t consid’inge' ye ne
cessity of raising such manifactures
are certain to give you entire satisfaction as
H
ouse
P
lan
t
Show
ers.
S. G R O SS FRY’S
Shower your plants two or three of engins of mils to go by water for
as to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
tim es'-a week to wash the, dust off speedy dispatch of much worke with
We may save you a dollar or two. also.
831 H igh S treet,
their leaves and prevent the ravages few hands, and being sufficiently in
Come and see us.
of the red spider. This pest flourishes formed of ye ability of ye petition to
in a hot, dry atmosphere. Keep it peforme such workes grant his peti
PO TTSTO W N . PA.
moist and he will not do much damage. tion (yet no Othr per sen shall set up
A showering, bear in mind, doesn’t or use any such new invention, or
mean a slight sprinkling. It means a trade for fourteen yeares without ye
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
real shower, and the result of It is that license of him the said Joseph Jenkes)
so farr as concemes any such new In
your plants are wet all over. .
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
There is only one thing better than vention, & so it shall be alwayes In ye
a thorough showering for house plants powr of this co’te to restrain ye ex
| SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
and that is a dip bath. Fill a large portation of such manufactures & ye
tub with water and souse your plants prizes of them to moderation if occa
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
„
under, leaving them submerged for sion so require.”
This inventor, Joseph Jenkes, or*
HOUSEFURNI8HING8.
two or three minutes, and you have
Railroad House, Collegeville, Pa. [ T h e first th in g to d e c id e . Is s
the satisfaction of knowing th at water Jenks, as it ‘would now be spelled,
has got to every part of them. No in came from Hammersmith, England,
Good teams furaisbed promptly at rea*
‘W
here
w
ill
I
p
u
rch
a
se
T”
sect
can possibly escape such a bath settled in Lynn in 1643 and died in
sonable prices. Moving and heavy haul
—AND—
1682-3, aged eighty-one. He was a
as
that.
ing done.
2-20
Before making your choice, it will be to
blacksmith and machinist, made the
If
the
red
spider
has
begun
to
Injure
your advantage to call and examine stock
“ I KNEW YOU WOULD COME, DEABEST.”
your plants before you were aware of dies for the coining of the “Pine
G r r a n ite " W o r k s .
and
secure
prices
at
vld felt as he wèrked In the orchard his presence, heat ,the water in your Tree” money and built the first fire
jjJTA At 9t
AVA
strangely torn between doubts and tub to 120 degrees and immerse the in engine In this country, altogether a
hopes.fested plants in it, allowing them to man of great inventive genius pnd the
A vision would come of a cozy remain under about half a minute. ancestor of a large number of descend
|H. B, BRANDT, « Proprietor. When in Norristown, Pa..
hearth, with the dream woman sitting This will kill the spider without in ants. , One of his sons removed to
Where it is always a pleasure to SHOW where the light fell on face and hair.
juring very delicate plants.—Eben B. Rhode Island, where he built several
GOODS.
STO P AT T H E
mills.
Then it would fade, and he would see Rexford in Outing Magazine.
himself, old, lonely and disillusioned
A FULL LINE of all grades of
W alnut Street and Seventh
O rigin of Myths.
by time, the wreck of a foolish hope.
A W atchm an's P recaution.
The human mind, whether that of
It was after sundown when he came
Ave., Royersford, Pa.
An official of one of the big manufac the savage or the civilized man. Is
to the house. As he entered the yard
(Opposite Court House).
he saw a girl sitting on th e ,edge of turing concerns of Cleveland happened naturally a thinking machine. In early
the porch looking across the hills to to be near the plant the other night times, before Science "was born, the
——oOo---and thought he would take a turn phenomenal of nature required an ex
the south.
¡FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.
She did not turn, and as he stood about the place to see If the watchman planation, and the savage beholder
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin
I S P “* First-elass Aesommodations for Man
oleums.
still watching her his puise grew vYas attending to his knitting. The shaped the myth, which satisfied his
and Beast.
strong
and rhythmical until every w atchm an' was there, all right. He untutored mind. It is out of man's
Picture Frames made to order.
had a revolver in his hand when the natural craving to know the “reason
nerve in him sang.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
officer found him back near the engine why” that all myths are born. As
This was the dream woman.
room, rekdy for any one who might be the distinguished anthropologist, Tylor,
Both English and German spoken.
“Do you like it?” he asked directly.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
She did not start at the sound of his hunting trouble, and he had an elec puts it, “When the attention of a man
voice, but looked up and smiled. “Yes; tric searchlight In his other hand to In the myth making stage of intellect
hunt for intruders. But in order to is drawn to any phenomenon which
it is perfect.”
P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
He sat down on the edge of the avoid so far as possible any meeting has to him an obvious reason, he in
porch near her. “I j am visiting my in the big dark factory that might be a vents and tells a story to account for
aunt,” she explained, “and I wanted source of mutual embarrassment the it.” . In such way all mythology orig
watchman had taken the simple pre
to climb this hill. When I got here it caution of strapping a large bell to his inated.
was so beautiful and restful I couldn’t ankle. By this means he had been
T he L iterary Sw eatshop.
leave.”
able to avoid any unpleasant scenes
„ 6 0 YEARS*
Fair Visitor—Why, I had no idea that
For
a
few
minutes
they
sat
in
si
L EXPERIENCE
when he made his rounds from time to
lence. The south wind came from over time during the night.—Cleveland Plain novels were written in this way Fore
man of Six Best Seller Factory—Oh,
the valleys laden with the incense of Dealer.
yes! At these machines they punch in
the wild plum and the wild grape.
m ade to o r d e r .
M FU R N ISH IN G ^
the plots, across the room they stitch
They breathed the clean, sweet air in
Close Q uarters.
brirllnl 8tPc^ ° f harness supplies, saddles,
in the description, the dialogue is put
perfect content.
Vlnte.’ Ï><ï7®’. bI»uhets for summer and
Citlm an—Yes, we’ve got to move. in by hand, and the whole then goes
She arose to go. He went with her
RBPATDrwi,e^ rooms> comb8> brushes, Ac.
We’ve
got a nice servant girl, and we to the finishing room, where it is sawed
T
rade
M
arks
to where the road turned down the hill. don’t want
A w i N.G 0 F HARNESS a specialty.
to lose her.
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
D esigns
into chapters.—Puck.
“You
will
come
again?”
{ie
said.
ttontobox trad8' 4*1* c,gar8, 8Pecial attenC opyrights A c.
Subbubs — Objects to your present
the most careful and painstaking attention.
Anyone sending a sketch and description«nay
... “Yes,” she said. “I would like to.” , place,
eh?
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
A Bit of T act.
w . E. JOHNSON,
“I will show you the place,” he prom
Invention is probably patentable. Communica
Citlman—Yes; her room in our flat is
Joh
n
Ii.
B
ech
tel,
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
“Do you say you paid a compliment
ised.
sent
free.
Oldest
agency
for
securing
patents.
3 by 5, and slie’9 easily 2 by 6 feet bdr- to that hideous and spiteful baroness?
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
Two days later she came again. They self.—Catholic Standard and Times.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
special notice, without charge, in the
I didn’t think you could be so insin
went
through
the
orchard
and
garefen
’P hone No. 18.
cere.”
and
then
to
the
edge
of
thet
hill
where
Scientific
Am
erican.
N ° bRiw ^ T„ ° W » H E R A L D
No G reat Loss.
“t merely told her that her face was
it falls away almost perpendicularly.
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest cir
JobRa ° K
Binding,
He had ju st been Introduced 'to the as beautiful as her heart.’”—Fliegende
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, S3 a
WSf-ThelNDEPENDENT’s eightpages They sat on a flat rock' and watched widow
uling, Perforating, Paging, Numberyear; four months, f L Sold by all newsdealers.
of a man who had married for R atter.
contain local and general news, agri th« sun go down. '
Sonse aDk B°0kS for Banks and Business
money.
“Isn’t
it
restful?”
she
sighed.
“So
Branch Office, ffl5 F St, Washington, D. CL
^nd 8’^ !* 11 8Pec*al attention. Magazines
cultural notes, short stories,' and
“What kind of a man was the late
There are people who only seem to
but full of thought”
«haply di J ? Paifing t done quickly and
lamented?” he asked.
interesting
miscellaneous reading quiet,
take pride in telling the truth when
A^ress E8tlmates cheerfully furnished.
They
talked
of
t
trees
and
vines,
the
“Well,” #vas the suggestive reply, “ha
S u b scrib e fo r T h e In d e p e a jle n t. matter. A copy every week for 52
hills and the seasons, of books and was just an expense.”—St. Louis Re they know it is going to hurt some
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
body’s feelings.—New Orleans TimesEIGHT PAGES, 53 Nos., ONE DOLLAR weeks, $1.00.
DeoDle. Wherever his thoughts had public.
Democrat

At the End
Of the Wait.

“It’s Ju st Like This!”

G-EO. F. CLAMER,
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Livery-Boarding Stable

V . H. GRISTOCK’S SONS

- FURNITURE -

THE ENTERPRISE

MARBLE m-

[The Collegeville Furniture Store

R A M B 0 H O U SE,

(the

b e s t h arness

P atents

MUNN&Co15B,Broad"a»-NewYork

Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.

Undertaker > Embalmer

EDITORIAL COMMENTS.

6

The Independent.

T he man who can successfully dodge
automobiles is Entitled to a -reduction in life
insurance rates. *

PU B L IS H E D EVERY TH U RSD A Y .
F rom the New York American: “I am an
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA. old fool” is from one of the letters said to,
have been written by Tom Platt. This makes
it unanimous.
E. S . lo o se r, E d ito r a n d P ro p rie to r.

BROKEN BY ST R A IN

»BRIDES*

GRADUATES

We invite you to come in and out whenever you choose to look over the newest
Chiffonettes,
Lawns, Dimities and Baptistes for your Gowns.
One of Defendants in Capitol Trial
O
U
R
LACES
GLOVES
Collapses Mentally.
embrace French Val, German Val, _ of from 8 to 16 button lengths.
Filet and Irish Point Insertion.
This year we have an enlarged offer
R
IBBO
NS
HE HAD STRANGE NOTIONS
ing of artistic FANS, the choice of
the foreign markets.
of all desirable shades and widths.
State Completes Proof of Invoices of

O U R CO RSETS

Observes the New York World: The
Metal Furniture and 8tarts to Show
Thursday, May 28, 1908.
•Methodist General Conference may not
Those In Indictment Are Different embrace the models suitable for all figures—models producing the new hipless effects
modify the discipline of the Church regard
From Others.
and the long, graceful lines present fashion demands.
MEMORIAL DAY.
ing amusements, but many adherents of the
Harrisburg, Pa., May 27.—The ap H O SIER Y
A SU IT CASE
of ex-Governor Stone as a
in Lisle, Cotton and Silk in all the
I t is well to strew flags and flowers upon faith have already modified it for themselves. pearance
makes a nice gift. We have a special
witness, the report of the serious
tints and white.
department for Trunks, Traveling
nervous state of Frank Irvine, one of
For gifts there is a beautiful assort
the graves of departed war veterans. I t is a
Bags, and Suit Cases.
ment of Brooch Pins, Hat Pinsv Scarf
T
he following pathetic and suggestive the six defendants, and the admission
beautiful custom. The memory of those who
as evidence of a twenty-three-foot me
Pins, Pendants, Veilpins, Jewel Boxes
statement is from the pen of Editor Spatz of
table, were features which serv
in our JEWELRY DEPARTMENT, IN LINEN GIFT'S
sacrificed their lives on the altar of their the Boyertown Democrat: “Boyertown is tallic
ed to enliven an otherwise very dull
which encircles hundreds of sugges
there are pretty Stand and Sideboard
tions for acceptable gifts.
country that the nation might endure as an preparing for Memorial Day, and will silently day in the capitol contract conspiracy
Covers, Plain and in Japanese Drawn
trial. Comparatively little progress CUT GLASS
indissoluble unit among the powers of the weep over the graves of her lamented dead. was made, the gfeater part of the day
Work
and Renascence Table Linen and
at the very lowest prices and of rich,
being occupied with offers of evidence
Napkins
to match in a variety of de
deep design. The kind we sold in big
earth, should not be permitted to vanish. The morbidly curious who expect to come of experts as to measurements and ar
signs.
quantities at Christmas.
Therefore, strew the flowers of springtime There from a distance to see how we take our guments against its admission in
S P E C IA L .—-In the Dress Goods Department, we have put 30 pretty patterns
and the nation’s colors upon the mounds | grief, will not be welcome,’ as we do not wish which the lawyers battled with the in Scotch
Ginghams at 10 cents to close them out;. They were 12 1-2 and 16cents.
utmost vigor.
’neath which lie the remains of the soldier to make this a show day. Our people are sore
Tne state completed its proof of the
invoices of metal furniture and had
dead, and then pause and reflect upon the at heart and prefer to mourn in solitude 1”
all of the measurements corroborated
cause or causes responsible for the death of
by experts, holding in reserve Angus
McKenzie, an inventor. As soon as
hundreds of thousands of men on battlefields; j
T he tuberculosis exhibit in City Hall, this
line was completed the state of
for the misery and demoralization of hundreds Norristown, last week, evidenced the com- fered a number of invoices to show
of thousands more; for the sorrowing mendable purpose of the Health Department th at the invoices mentioned in the in
took a different course from
mothers, fathers, widows, and orphaned of the State to diffuse helpful knowledge with dictment
others,, but the offer was reduced to
children, in the dark vdays of civil conflict. relation to tubercular affections among the cover only 'such as had. been put in
through the experts. This was
And will it not be worth while to ask : Why people. Information both as to the best pre evidence
♦o show that there was no uniform
cannot the war spirit of men and nations be ventive and curative methods to be applied in method of payment, just as the experts
Spring and Summer HATS
held in permanent subjection? Why must decreasing the ravages of consumption and were called to prove laxity in billing
charges.
disputes be settled, or attempted to be set the consequent destruction of life, should be
Ex-Governor Stone was then offered
AND
tled, by shooting good and true men to death unstintingly disseminated. The Department to give his version o f the award of the
NOBBY SPRING AND SUMMER CAPS, 25 and 50c.
contract, but the offer of testimony
like dogs? Why? Why should the shedding of Health at H arrisburg -is engaged in a hu was pending when court adjourned.
of blood, and the sorrows and woes and tears mane work,of great importance to the well Frank Irvine was reported as suffer
Soft and Stiff Hats, Latest Styles, t0s3?oo
ing from a severe nervous disorder
of mothers and widows be the price of peace? being of humanity. Science—systematized at his home at Cynwyd, near Philadel
Agents for Hawes Celebrated Hats, All first-class stores
Why shall not Reason and Justice in all the knowledge—is enlarging its sphere of benign phia, and unable to appear. It was
sell
our hats. ASK FOR THEM.
th at he had been acting strangely
years to come take the place of the sword, usefulness and helpfulness, as time goes on, said
and making threats, incoherent and
the repeating rifle, and other instrum ents of for the benefit even of those who would be extravagant statements. Irvine is not
a drinking man, and it was said that
dèath? Is the human race yet in the bond little, if they could, the facts of Science.
the signs indicated severe mental
38 2 . Main Street, Norristown, Fa.
age of savagery?—in the control of ambitious
stress. No action in regard to him
was taken in court, but it may come
men who are usually cunning enough to
Hon. Wayne MacV eagh, the statesman, up before the close of the week.
X plRST-CLASS
to escape perforation while battles are rag
was in Harrisburg last week.
orator, and diplomat, took a prominent part It Irvine
is said that he attended the sale of
ing? No disputed question can be rightly
Gas or Gasoline Engines
.in the Peace Conference held in Philadelphia old furniture at the capitol and insist
and justly determined in the absence of rea
ed upon making payment for an imag
from
one-sixth h. p., upward. Gas or
Is the foundation of success and suc
beginning of last week. In an address made inary desk which he said he had pur
gasoline engines of all makes repaired;
son, right, and justice, no matter how many
cess makes for contentment. The saws filed, lawn mowers sharpened, bicy
to one of the gatherings Mr. MacVeagh said chased. That evening after a very
cles and automobiles repaired; machinists’
lives are destroyed. Where reason and jus
meal at a hotel he left the
smallest measure of success is always tools and supplies, electric wire and bells
“There never was a particle of foundation hearty
table, saying he was going to the home
furnished and put in order. Work guaran
tice govern war and its horrows find no room,
preferable to no success, and a small teed. Prices right. Address:
for the rumors of Japan’s attack on the of a sister to eat a fish dinner. Later
and the exalted heroes of a race become the
SAM’L J. GRIFFIN, General Machinist,
he appeared with his shoes covered
beginning
Pacific
coast,”
said
he,
“yet
they
gave
the
’Phone 521M.
R. D. 1, Phcenixville, Pa.
with
mud
and
said
he
could
not
find
heroes of peace, of reason, justice, right ! ***
Government
an
excuse
to
make
appropri
the house. His lawyers say that he
Honor and cherish the memories of those
3S
TS^l’VIISTO-S
H EN YOU WANT TO BUY
has lost sense of locality and that he X
ations
for
no
useful
purpose
under
the
sun
OR SELL REAL ESTATE
W
who bravely faced death, and faced death and
had told his people at home that he
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
The American people are not frightened had been exonerated by the court.
Is one step in a safe direction.
died in the discharge of duty. Let us never
we will certainly be pleased to give your
In connection with Irvine’s illness
immediate attention. If we don’t
3 PER CENT, paid on Time De inquiry
forget the price in blood and misery that was molly-coddles, and that we should go on in it is noted that Mrs. Hetty Mann and
succeed in doing business with you the
sisting that every nation should build battle Miss Mann, of Bedford county, are
posits.
loss
is
ours,
not yours.
paid for a re-united nation; well remember
here to testify to some remarks that
ships
is
hysterical
and
un-American.
All
of
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
2
PER
CENT,
on
Active
Accounts
that war is concentrated hell; and, resolve to
Irvine is alleged to have made about
39 E. Main Street,
at the
Norristown, Pa.
exert our influence, however circumscribed, this militarism, this demand for battleships measuring cases at the capitol. They
simply attracts money-making lobbyists, anc are Irvine’s aunt and cousin, and
on the side of Reason, Justice, and Peace, in
is said that they do not know of his
the settlement of questions foreboding war 70 per cent, of the burden of taxation is plight. They were subpoenaed by the
wrung from the poor. No country on earth statd and are kept at a hotel until de
and bloodshed.
within the life of any person here, will ever sired to testify.
Patronage solicited and appreciated.
OR
make an unprovoked aggression on the
Courteous treatment to all and
THE MICHIGAN LAUNCHED
T he Democratic State Convention at H ar United States.”
painstaking care in giving patrons
Most Powerful War Vessel of Her
risburg on Wednesday of last week did not
the best service.
Class Takes W ater at Camden, N. J.
endorse Mr. Bryan’s candidacy, and the four
Camden,
N.
J.,
May
27.—Into
the
Anxiety to obtain large interest
Manufacturers should have, doubtles waters of the Delaware river there was
delegates-at-large were uninstructed. Sen
should never be allowed to interfere
i do have, much real knowledge as to the oper launched the great steel hull of what
with the ultimate safety of your
ator W ebster Grim, of Bucks county, was
will he the formidable battleship Mich
principal.
I
ations
of
a
protective
tariff.
The
report
pre
nominated for Superior Court Judge. The
igan.
Great fortunes, almost without ex
sented by the Committee -on Tariff and Reel
Built by the New York Shipbuilding
Convention was controlled absolutely by
ception are the slow growth of sale
company at South Camden, the Michi
A utom obiles to H ire.
,
i Tnm
t>
_„
proeitv
at
the
meeting
of
the
National
Associ
investments.
Leader Guffey, and Ex-Treasurer B erry as a U * 44 r ,“ ,
, . e
,, . ,T
v ,, gan, a sister ship to the South Caro
1
ation
of
M
anufacturers,
held
in
New
York
lina,
under
construction
at
the
Cramp
You can be SURE of absolute
Bryan candate for delegate-at-large, was de
shipyard, Philadelphia, is more than
safety, if you deposit your funds with
|
last
week,
condemns
the
national
and
sue
feated,
The platform adopted is a pitiable
60 per cent completed, and will be
us, and 3 per cent, for every day we
eessive administrations for maintaining the turned over to the government in
have your money.
straddle, as to the tariff question
Prospective
buyers
will
do
well
to
con
“ present tariff for long years with full know! about a year.
sult me before purchasing. I am selling a
The launching of the Michigan was fine Blasius Belevue Piano for $150. Other
edge of its unfairness;” declares that the entirely
successful and was witnessed styles from $200 to $900. All pianos fully
T he Jewish community in New York tariff has led to the formation of tru sts and by a number of guests, including As guaranteed.
numbers twice the entire population of De- exorbitant exactions in prices, and that the sistant Secretary of the Navy New HENRY YOST, JR., Collegeville, Pa.
berry, Secretary of the Interior Gar
troit. I t totals larger than the Jewish popu-1 studied neglect responsible for a great wrong field, Governor Warner, of Michigan;
T h e C om pany th a t p a y s 3 P*f
lation in the eastern centres of Judaism— is not merely an economic mistake, but evi- the United States senators from Mich
ce n t. I n te r e st fo r every
igan and other prominent persons of
Vienna, Budapest, Berlin, Vilna in Russia, (jence °f “ moral guilt.” The 'Association Washington and the Wolverine state.
th e m on ey Is on d e p o sit.
The sponsor was Miss Carol Barnes
Amsterdam, Lemberg, and London. In New adopted resolutions, including one recomNORRISTO W N. PA.
of Detroit, daughter of As
York city alone there are ten times more mending the creation of a permanent “semi- Newberry,
sistant Secretary Newberry.
Fine
Jews than in France and twenty times more judicial tariff commission,” composed of ex* weather favored the event and a great
was on hand in and about the
Kuhnt’s Bakery,
than in Italy. Gotham has twenty-five times | perts, to investigate the tariff question. A crowd
yard to see the big ship take the
more Jews than the population of Jerusalem, sane recommendation.
water.
C o l l e g e v i l l e , F »’
to receive a wedding gift from our
and fifteen times more than Syria and Pales
store,
because
if
she
knows
of
us
at
all
Fishing Party Captured Whale.
F ir s t - C la ss Bread,
she realizes that actual merit goes
tine combined. All the large cities have a
F rom the Boston Transcript: What are to be the
Tampa, Fla., May 27. — A whale
with
the
gift.
C ak es, P ies,
constantly increasing percentage of Jews, new sonrees of Federal taxation ? This will soon be thirty-five feet long was captured by a
Our showing of useful silverware
fishing party in Hillsborough bay, two
C a n d ies, Etc.
Boston ranking next to New York.
and cut glass for wedding gifts is bet
come a pressing question. While revenues will doubt miles off Palmetto beach. A bombard

5$rendlinger\

Tracey, : the Hatter,

THRIFT

Principal
Interest.

Automobile Painting & Repairing.

J

Aient for lie BLASIPS PIANO.

Penn Trnst Co.

It Just .
Suits
T he Bride

E ditor T homas, of the Bristol Gazette,
says: “ A ‘Mothers’ Day’ does not appeal
very strongly to us. Motherhood, and all of
the tender and sweet sentiments that it in
spires, is of a too sacred and hallowed a
nature to be organized for public parade.
Why one single day of the year display an out
ward symbol signifying that ‘I love my
mother?’ Displays of affection made in pub
lic always suggest that there is a lack of
tranquility in private. There is no need for
an official ‘M others’ Day.’ Such a one will
not cause one new spark of glow. Mother
hood is exalted far beyond any public demon
stration. I t needs no badge, no paneygeric,
no single day. ” Amen !

less improve as business confidence is .restored, Fed
eral expenditures are forging ahead by such leaps and
bounds that Uncle Sam must clearly have a bigger in
come. Will it be an inheritance tax, or by resort to
those other internal revenue sources which were
tapped during the Spanish war, or is somebody likely
to propose an income tax again, by taking a newly
drafted measure before a considerably changed Su
preme Court? These are the chief possibilities. -More
economical administration would afford a good and ade
quate solution of the problem, but such a suggestion
does not accord with present day tendencies. The
countfy likes the things that cost money, notably the
navy and colonial dependencies, and it must pay the
piper. It is, perhaps, unfair to do so by devices like
income or inheritance taxes, which bear with special
severity upon the class and section which are as a rule
the least enamored of the causes for which the extra
money now goes.

ment of two hours with Winchester
rifles was held before the whale was
killed. It was then towed to the beach.
It is the first seen in these waters in
many years.

ter than ever for your selection.
ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. 1 aB
Every day sees something unique thankful to the public for patronage re
added to the stock.
ceived and hope to merit a continuance o
the same.
CHARLES KUMST-

J. D. S A L L A D E ,

Asks For Leap Year Proposals.
Trenton, N. J., May 27.—James D.
JEWELER,
Knott, of 133 Shuter street, Toronto,
Cad., has written Mayor W alter Mad
16 E. Main Street,
den, of this pity, that he would deem
it a great favor to receive leap year
proposals for marriage from bonafide
wealthy ladies only. As reference he
gives James Bryce, the British ambas JpsULL STOCK OF
sador.

N O R R IS T O W N .

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

Woman Drowned In Cloudburst.
Cumberland, Md., May 27. — Mrs. Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No
John Redman, wife of a lumber super tions are being closed out at greatly re
intendent, was drowned in a cloud duced prices.
burst' at Hill Run, W. Va. There was
no indication half an hour before the Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
Main 8 t „ Nxab Station,
torrent swept down that a flood would
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
wreck the Redman home.

We promptly obtain U. S. and Foreign

PATENTS
Send model, sketch or photo °í inventíc®. >
free report on patentability. For free
,

Ä Ä r ™

* n F - u il1 1 ® 3 a

JppositeU^S^Patent UJ11®*j
WASHINGTON

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS.

S P R IN G

SEA SO N

5 0 0 SE E MAN HANGED

-J F O IR Sheriffs Grewsome Lessen Against
Crime of Murder.

I SPRING SUITS I

AWED

BY

DEATH

SCENE

You may have your pick here of the finest and the best fitting Suits Foreign Element Witness Execution of
that was ever shown in this town. We have the Celebrated Clothing of
Felix Radzius at Pottsville, Pa., As
Hart, Shoffner & Marx of Chicago, A. B. Kirschbaum and Snellenburgs of
a Warning te the Lawless — Met
Death Calmly.
Philadelphia,

And Stand Pat the Best Clothing for the Least
. Money.
FOR YOUNG MEN, BOYS and CHILDREN we have .the famous
brand of Jane Hopkins of New York. Never rip and never wear out.

HERMAN WETZEL,
66 and 68 E. Main St.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

HEADQUARTERS IFO
R,

M e n ’s F u r n i s h i n g G o o d s !
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
you are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
will keep you dry In a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.

W IsÆ . H I. G I L B E R T ,
133 WEST MAIN ST R EET,

NORRISTOWN, PA.
o r sa le.
■
8 acre farm, $1000; ' 55 acres along
pike and trolley, $5000: 20 acres, $2100; 2
acres, first-class residence, easy terms,
$3000; 9 acres, $1500; 40 acres, $4500; 91
acres, 2 houses, large bam, $3200; 80 acres,
$5600; 54 acres, $3500; 28 acres, elegant 14room mansion, bath, bot and cold water,
heat, fine situation, $7500.
THOS. B. WILSON,.
8-15.
Eagleville, Pa.

F

IN V E S T M E N T S !
A FIRST-CLASS SEVEN PER CENT.
PREFERRED STOCK with a guarantee
of'Common Stock making a 10 Per Cent.
Investment. First-class in every respect.
Call or write.

GOTWALS & BEYER,
55 E. Main St.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

t o ™ A n n iv e r s a r y

Num ber

BOOK i

is invaluable to every amateur and
professional grower of vegetables or
flowers. Conceded to be the most
complete, helpful and instructive
catalogue issued. 248 pages, 4
color plates, 4 duotone plates and hundreds
of photographic illustrations. When you are
in the city call fo r a copy—or write—we will"
mail it free.

Henry A. Dreer,

71« Chestnut St.,

Phlledelphle.

FOR

FRESH GOODS
—GO TO—

Odd Fellows’ Hall
Grocery.
T ry O a r C offees,
C an n ed G ood s,
D r ie d F r u its
a n d C o n fectio n ery .

Daniel H. Bartman,
COLLKGEVILLE, P A .
Dally and Sunday Papers.

HORACE STORE
Marble
—AND—

Granite
W orks,
#149 High St.
if. POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
Ä«sl*ns a n d E s tim a te s F u rn 
is h e d F r e e o f C h arge.

Highest Tribunal of Justice In Penn
sylvania Upholds Constitutionality
of the Purity of Water Law.

MUST PROTECT PUBLIC HEALTH
Owner of Mill From Which Sewage
Flowed Into the Schuylkill
River Is Held Guilty.
Judge Swartz, of the Montgomery
county courts, in delivering his opinion
said: “The act of the legislature is a
police regulation for the protection of
the public health. This is a highly bene
ficial act; it is doing much to promote
public health.”
Judge Porter, of the superior court,
in his opinion said: “The statute was
passed in the exercise of the police
power of the state. That power un
doubtedly extends to all regulations af
fecting the health, good order, morals,
peace and safety of society. All sorts of
restrictions and burdens are imposed
under this power, and when these are
not in conflict with any constitutional
prohibition, or fundamental principle,
they cannot.be successfully assailed in
a Judicial tribunal. That the preser
vation of the waters of the state from
pollution, involving danger to health,
is a proper subject for the exercise of
the police power cannot be seriously
Questioned.”
Of widespread importance is the re
cent decision of the supreme court of
Pennsylvania upholding the constitu
tionality of the act of April 22, 1905,
known as the “Purity of W ater Law,”
under which the commissioner of
health is given power to protect the
stream s of the state from pollution.
The case in question was the “Com
monwealth of Pennsylvania against Ed
ward Emmers,” and had been carried
by the defendant from the Norristown
county courts to the superior court and
then to the supreme court, the decision
in each instance convicting the party
violating the Purity of W ater Law by
polluting a stream with sewage.
The defendant is the owner and oper
ator of the hosiery mill situated on or
near the banks of the Schuylkill river,
in Montgomery county, where he em
ploys a large number of operators.
Nine w ater closets for the use of these
employes,' sewage from all of which
closets was discharged by a single pipe
into the Schuylkill river, were declared
by the commissioner of health to be a
menace to public health, and the de
fendant was given notice that this dis
charge of sewage must be discontinued
under the provisions of the Purity of
W ater Law. Failing to comply with
the law, the mill owner was proseGlit.ad.
Relic of the Past.
"So, woman, you treasure another
man’s photograph?”
“Don’t be foolish, Henry. This is a
portrait of yourself when you had
hair.”—Louisville Courier-Journal.

Pottsville, Pa., May 27. — In order
that they may go among their country
men and impress upon them the en
ormity of the crime of murder and the
punishment th at the law of this coun
try calls tor, 500 Slavs, Hungarians,
Poles, Italians, Russians, Lithuanians,
and other foreigners were invited to
attend the execution here of Felix
Radzius, a young Pole, convicted of the
murder of a woman and her child at
Shenandoah six months ago.
The hanging took place in the ylfrd
of the Schuylkill county prison. The
execution was not a public one in the
sense that every one who went to the
jail was admitted, but the sheriff was
quite liberal in the distribution of
tickets, and the foreigners, who were
all eager to see the hanging,' took all
they could get, and lorfe before the
time set for the opening of the jail
gates, they swarmed about the place.
The idea of having present repre
sentatives of the various foreign ele
ments in this section of the coal region
originated with Sheriff Clay Evans,
who thought the story of the execu
tion, as told from the lips of the fore
igners, would have a salutary effect in
curbing the murderous tendency of
some of the lawless element.
Just before the march to the scaf
fold Radzius made a complete confes
sion of the Shenandoah murders and
confirmed the information the police
had that he had been guilty of com
m itting a -murder in Russian Poland.
Radzius said he killed a man in his
old home three years ago and that he
fled to this country to avoid arrest.
He appeared to be greatly relieved
after admitting his crimes and walked
with a firm step between two priests
to his death.
As the prisoner stepped into the
yard there was a stir and a buzz of
talk that made him start slightly and
he glanced hurriedly over the* big
throng th at hemmed him in. He gave
no sign of recognition to any, however,,
as he walked through walls of hu
manity to the gallows.
Radzius scanned the crowd as he
took his stand on the trap, but his at
tention was soon occupied by the min
istrations of the clergyman and the
sheriff, as the latter arranged the de
tails of the execution.
In the meantime the big crowd in
tently watched every move of the pris
oner and officials, and as the black
cap was pulled oVer the face of the
condemned there was a low murmur
which was soon hushed by warning
signals from the guards.
When the gallows drop was sprung
and the prisoner swung in the death
throes there was a perceptible move
ment, but this, too, quickly subsided,
and as the doctors hastened to the
side of the condemned and pronounced
the man dead absolute'silence prevail
ed.
-The execution had certainly awed
those who witnessed it, no m atter
what other effect it might have pro
duced.
The hanging was in every way what
is usually termed “a success.” As the
big prison gates were thrown open and
the 500 “invited” filed out few had
anything to say, but ten minutes later
the streets in the vicinity were like a
babel while the men of the several
nationalities went their way in groups,
discussing the day’s grusome event.
Lightning Hits Church During Funeral
Muncie, Ind., May 27.—While the
funeral services of Mrs. John A. Losh
were being held in the Friends church
at Cammack, five miles west of this
city, a bolt of lightning struck the
church steeple, tore a hoje through the
roof, destroyed part of the belfry and
injured several persons. The church
was crowded to the doors with mourn
ers and friends of the Losh family
and the choir was singing “Rock of
Ages.” For a while a panic was immi
nent. Many persons made an effort
to vacate the building, but the people
were, finally quieted and the injured
were cared for.
North Carolina Votes Dry.
Raleigh, N. C., May 27.—North Caro
lina was carried for state Prohibition
by a majority th at is estimated at
from 40,000 to 42,000. The Prohibition
ticket has carried seventy-eight out of
the ninety-eight counties by majorities
approximating 48,500. The election
passed off very quietly, no disturbance
of any moment being reported. The
total vote cast in the state was about
175,000.
Preacher Gave Life to Save S on.J
Jacksonville, 111., May 27.—Rev. S.
H. Glasgow, for many years pastor ot
the Woodson, 111., Presbyterian church,
was drowned in a stream near that
place after he had rescued his little
son, who had been overcome by cramp
while bathing. The minister became
exhausted and sank before assistance
could arrive. The body was recovered.

Powerful Explosives.
Troops to Stay In Cuba.
“What are the most powerful explo
Washington, May 27.—As a result
sives known?” queried the young man.
“Two prlma donnas in one opera of several conferences between Presi
company,” replied the ex-theatrical dent Roosevelt, Secretary Taft and
General Bell, chief of staff of the army,
manager.—Chicago News.
it has been decided not to withdraw
Hope Is the bread of the unhappy.— any of the United States troops from
Cuba at the present time.
German Proverb.

Historic Church Damaged By Fire.
During one of the most »■severe
storms that has visited Philadelphia
in years the spire of the historic Old
Christ church, on Second street, above
Market, was struck by lightning and
damaged by a resulting fire to the ex
tent of $15,000.
The famous old church was. erected
under a provisional charter granted by
King Charles II to William Penn for
the creation of the province of Penn
sylvania in 1695. Old Christ’s was the
church of President Washington, Pres
ident Adams, Benjamin Franklin, Betsy
Ross, the Marquis de Lafayette, mem
bers of the Continental Congress and
Revolutionary heroes.
Every precaution was taken to pre
vent the destruction of the historic
pews, church furnishings and records,
and they were covered with canvass
and rubber blankets. Because of the
extreme height a t which the fire start
ed, the firemen had great difficulty in
reaching the blaze, which burned for
nearly two hours. Before the flames
were subdued they had burned the
spire nearly down to the belfry.
Dog’s Victim Is Dead.
The fate the doctors at the Pasteur
institute predicted for him on Monday
overtook William H. Marsh, of Brook
lyn, Wednesday night, when the wellto-do manufacturer of water meters
died of hydrophobia. His end was
peaceful, as he was put under the in
fluence of opiates and was kept free
from pain to the last.
Mr. Marsh contracted hydrophobia
while caring for an injured water
spaniel. 1Unsuspecting at first, he be
came worried about his condition on
Saturday, when symptoms resembling
those of hydrophobia developed. By
that time, however, the disease had
progressed so far that there was no
hope of checking i t
Mr. Marsh bore up bravely, and
busied himself winding up his per
sonal affairs, until the paroxysms
which began to seize him induced the
administration of opiates. In his in
tervals of freedom from pain he bade
farewell to the members of his fam
ily, who had gathered at his home,
and made final disposition of his busi
ness affairs.

7
M. E. BISHOPS ELECTED
Will Be Consecrated at Special Service
In Baltimore.
Baltimore, May 27.—The episcopal
election of the Methodist Episcopal
general conference of 1908 is now a
m atter of history, and when announce
ment was made of the selection of the
eighth and last bishop very many of
the delegates heaved sighs of relief.
The new bishops, in the order of
their election, are as follows: Rev.
Dr. W. F. Anderson, of New York, sec
retary of the board of education,
Freedman’s Aid and Sunday schools;
Rev. Dr. J. L. Nuelsen, professor in
Nast Theological seminary, Berea, O.;
Rev. Dr. W. A. Quayle, pastor of St.
James church, Chicago; Rev. Dr.
Charles W. Smith, editor of the Pitts
burg Christian Advocate; Rev. Dr.
Wilson S. Lewis, president of Morningside college, Sioux City, la.; Rev. Dr.
Edwin H. Hughes, president of De
Pauw udiversity, Green Castle, Ind.;
Rev. Dr. Robert McIntyre, pastor of
the First church, Los Angeles, Cal.,
and Rev. Dr. Frank M. Bristol, pastor
of the Metropolitan church, Washing
ton. The last named was the pastor,
intimate friend and often, it is said,
adviser of the late President Mc
Kinley.
The bishops-elect will be consecrat
ed at a special service which will be
held on Sunday afternoon.
EVELYN DROPS SUIT

FIN D S TH A W IN SA N E
Court Refuses to Order His Re
lease From Asylum.

HIS

COMMITMENT

IS

LEGAL

Alfred G. Vanderbilt Divorced—Girl’s
Mother Accuses Preacher—Child Fa
tally Burned In Hot Lard — Girl
Breaks Legs In Bed.
Harry K. Thaw, the slayer of Stan
ford White, must return to the asylum
for the criminal insane at Matteawan.
This is the decision of Justice Morschauser, of the supreme court, at
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., in the m atter of
Thaw’s application for release on a
writ of habeas corpus.
In view of this decision Thaw’s law
yers will apply for permission to place
him in some other institution, and by
stipulation with the district attorney
the prisoner will be kept in the jail
here until a decision is rendered. Jus
tice Morschauser’s decision is as fol
lows:
“I am satisfied from the evidence
adduced before me that the menial
condition of Harry K. Thaw has not
changed, and I find that he is now in
sane, and that is is so manifest as to
make it unsafe for him to be at large.
“The people contend that Thaw was
not deprived of his liberty without dad
process of law because he knew that
if he chose to prove that he was in
sane when he killed Stanford Wnite,
and if the jury acquitted him on that
ground, it became the duty of the
court to order him committed to the
state lunatic asylum until adjudged
sane. He had the right to appear in
person and to be represented by coun
sel, and he had the right to introduce
evidence of his present sanity.
“I believe no injustice has been done
to Thaw or will be done to him by
depriving him of his liberty until such
time as he can be discharged by the
method prescribed by law.
“In view of the existing mental con
dition of said Thaw, the safety of th&
public is better Insured by his remain
ing in custody and under observation
until he has recovered, or until such
time as it shall be reasonably certain
that there is no danger of a recurring
attack of the delusion, or whatever it
may be.
“The writ is dismissed. The order
remanding the said Harry K. Thaw
can be settled on notice pursuant to
stipulation.”

Withdraws Proceedings to Annul Her
Marriage to Harry Thaw.
New York, May 27.—Evelyn Nesbit
Thaw, through her counsel, withdrew
the suit which she instituted some
time ago for the annulment of her mar
riage to Harry K. Thaw. The motion
for withdrawal was sanctioned by.
Referee Deyo, who had been appoint
ed by the court to take testimony in
the proceedings, and the case was de
clared discontinued, without costs to
either party to the suit. Immediately
following the dismissal of the action,
Daniel O’Reilly, personal counsel for
Mrs. Thaw, issued a statem ent in
which he declared that Mrs. Thaw hao
been an unwilling party to the proceeding from the first. It was only
because of pressure on the part of her
Alfred G. Vanderbilt Divorced.
Mrs. Ellen French Vanderbilt was husband’s relatives that she had any
granted an interlocutory decree of part in such a proceeding, said Mr.
divorce from Alfred Gwynne Vander O’Reilly, and that she withdrew the
bilt by Justice O’Gorman in -the su action because she believes her hus
preme court of New York on the band's present position demands her
report of David McClure, the referee, loyalty.
Mr. O’Reilly was quoted as saying
who was appointed to take testimony
and determine the finding in the suit that there had..been no reconciliation
instituted by Mrs. Vanderbilt. Jus between Harry K. Thaw and his wife
tice O’Gorman confirmed the report ol and th at Mrs. Evelyn Thaw wanted
the referee that Mr. Vanderbilt had none. He added that Mrs. Evelyn Thaw
been guilty of misconduct and directed thought she had a right to some finan
that Mrs. Vanderbilt be granted a cial recompense for the sacrifice she
Girl’s Mother Accuses Preacher.
had made in Thaw’s behalf. Mr.
judgment of absolute divorce.
A sensation was caused when it was
The 'divorce decree provides that O’Reilly said that some step of that
Mrs. Vanderbilt may marry during the kind might b e taken, but he would announced that Rev. R. A. Ellwood,
lifetime of Mr. Vanderbilt but prevents cot indicate what form the movement • formerly of Wilmington, Del., had re
signed as pastor of the Leavenworth
him from marrying during her life would take.
(Kan.) Presbyterian church, following
time. The custody of William H. Van
charges preferred against him by the
CHILDREN BADLY HURT
derbilt, the only child of the marriage,
mother of one of the young girls in
was awarded to Mrs. Vanderbilt. Nc
provision was made for alimony in the Started Railroad Truck Down Grade the church choir. The resignation was
accepted.
decree nor was subject alluded to in
and It Collided With Car.
Mr. Ellwood, when confronted with
the report of Referee McClure.
Pottsville, Pa., May 27.—A dozen
letters,
alleged to have been written
children were badly hurt, several ol
them seriously, when a score of boys by him to the young choir girl, adTwo Boys Killed By Trolley Car.
David Rothman, thirteen years old, and girls, ranging in age from six to mited that he had written them and
and Frank Culatto, eight years old, fourteen years, climbed aboard a truck offered to resign.
The elders agreed to accept the
were killed by a trolley car at Balti on the Philadelphia & Reading branch
more, Md, The boys were riding on to the Lincoln colliery, in the west end resignation and let the m atter drop
the rear of a wagon, saw the car ap of the county^ and started it down the with that action.
Rev. Robert A. Ellwood achieved
proaching from the rear, and, appar heavy grade.
unenviable
notoriety in June, 1903,
While going at a frightful rate of
ently thinking there would be a col
lision, jumped from the wagon to speed the truck collided with a car when he was pastor of the Olivet Pres
avoid it. The car ran them down be standing at the foot of the grade and byterian church, in Wilmington, Del.,
fore they could leap from its path. both were almost completely demol by preaching a sermon in which he
advocated lynching. This was just be
Both boys were terribly crushed bj ished.
John and Sarah Shelters each had fore George White, colored, was burn
the car fender, though in neither case
was the skin of their little bodies an arm fractured; Albert Shelters, leg ed at the stake near Wilmington, and
broken.
fractured; Frank Koch, leg broken; the sermon was blamed for the mob’s
John and William Powell, cut about act. At the meeting of the Presbytery
in January, 1904, formal charges were
Falls Off House On Sire; Latter May Die the head and body, while several oth preferred against Rev. Ellwood and he
Falling from a two-story building ers were badly hurt, not one of the was brought up for trial in February
that he was repairing at Lewes, entire party escaping without injuries to answer for “unchristian and unminDel., Edward Quillin, a carpenter, of some kind.
isterial conduct”
fell and broke his arm and knocked
out several teeth. His fall was par Alcohol, Blown Up By Sun, Burns Store
Child Fatally Burned In Hot Lard.
tially broken by his father, who was
Pittsburg, May 27.—Fire Chief Miles
Bertha, the two-year-old daughter of
holding a ladder for him, and who S. Humphries stood in front of a show
„also sustained severe injuries. As Cap window of a Smithfield street store John A. Didra, of Allentown, Pa., died
tain Quillin, on whom the son fell, is looking at a display of drugs at the of burns received when she fell in a pan
an elderly man, it is feared that his moment when the sun was. shining of hot lard. Didra is a baker, and he
melted forty pounds of lard in a big
injuries may prove fatal.
hottest on the plate glass. Suddenly pan to make doughnuts. He placed the
flames shot up inside the window, fol
Ball Player Burst Blood Vessel; Dead. lowing a small explosion. The entire pan on the cement pavement in the
rear of his shop to cool it off.
Anxious to make up for an error window was ablaze before the chief
A few minutes later his little girl
previously committed, John R. Parry, could turn the corner to run to a
and a neighbor’s boy came romping
an amateur base ball player, at St. nearby engine house. The front of the through the bakery, playing tag. The
Louis, put forth so much effort in a store was badly damaged. A phial of girl tagged her companion, and in so
long throw from deep left field to the colored alcohol in the window became doing lost her balance and fell into
home place during a game between heated and exploded. A warning was the hot lard. She was picked up im
two local base ball teams that he burst sent out to druggists whose windows mediately and medical relief afforded.
a j)lood vessel, and fell dead as the face east and south.
Strange to say, she seemed to suffer
ball reached the catcher and put out
but little pain, hardly cried and never
the player who was trying to steal
Five Men Buried Alive.
lost consciousness until near the end.
home.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., May 27. — Five
men were buried alive under nine feet
Broke Legs Turning Over In Bed.
Fleet’s Coal Bill to Total $5,000,000.
of dirt while digging a sewer on one
Miss Margaret Kramer, of Philadel
Approximately $5,000,000 is the esti of the main streets in this city. Three
mate of the cost of coal used by the At of the men were rescued from their phia, fractured both legs while turning
lantic fleet when it shall have finished dangerous position, but the other two, over in bed. Miss Kramer, who has
its cruise around the world. Estimate Jacob Papawa, aged thirty-four years, been the guest of her brother, Dr.
of the cost of coal necessary to move and John Schraba, aged thirty-nine Charles ,F. Kramer, a prominent drug
the fleet from San Francisco to Hamp years, Hungarians, had the life crush gist; of Harrisburg, Pa., for some time,
ton Roads by way of Honolulu, Ma ed out of them before they could be has been suffering frond rheumatism.
nila and the Suez canal has been re released. The men had been working The accident, which occurred in the
act of turning over, has attracted con
ported as amounting to $2,039,000,
in the bottom of the pit, and with no siderable attention among medical
warning the dirt from both sides of • men.
Headache Tablets Kill Child.
the deep sewer caved in.
Mildred, the three-year-old daughter
Mae Wood Out On Bail.
of Lewis Wilson, of Upper Sandusky,
Killed On Doorstep By Lightning.
Mae C. Wood, the Omaha woman
O., found some headache tablets at
Wellsboro, Pa., May 27.—Mrs. Archie who sued Senator Thomas C. Platt for
her home and ate about half a dozen
of them. Within a few minutes she Gleason, twenty-four years old, was in divorce, alleging that she was secretly
was taken with convulsions and de stantly killed by lightning at her home married to him in 1901, was released
spite efforts of several doctors to save on Dantz run, four miles west 'of this from jail in New York in $500 bail.
her life, died within an hour after her place. With her little sister, she was Miss Wood is charged with perjury in
hurrying home from gathering some the testimony heard in the divorce
mother found her.
flowers in the woods, and just as they case.
stepped upqn the threshold she was
Led a Captured Deer By the Ear.
A deer that had been driven by dogs killed.
Drowns In His Bathtub.
Into the river near Harrisburg,' Pa.,
Stricken, it is supposed, with an
Baby Chokes to Death On Rosebud. epileptic fit, Harry Donovan, while pre
was caught by Harry Stahier, keeper
York, Pa., May 27.—Lucas Zeigler, paring for a bath at his home, on Jef
of a country store, and led by the ear
to his stable. The does was full grown two years old, the son of Mr. and Mrs. ferson street, Wilmington, Del., fell in
and had been pursued several miles George Zeigler, of Mt. Royal, choked to the tub, fuli of water, and was
to death on a rosebud while at play
bv the doss.
drowned.

FARM AND GARDEN.
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OTICE TO TAXPAYERS,
t o u u t y T a x es.

Lower Pottsgrove township, at the public
house of Wm. H. Levengood, Pleasant View
Hotel, Wednesday, July 22, from 7 30 to 9 a. m.
Pottstown Borough, Sixth and Seventh wards,
at the public house of Maurice Gilbert, Wednes
day, July 22, from 9 30 to 3 p. m .
Upper Pottsgrove township, at the public
house of Samuel Geiger, Half-Way House
Hotel, Thursday, July 23, from 8 to 9 a. m.
Pottstown Borough, Eighth and Tenth wards,
at the public house of W. W. Brendlinger,
Thursday, July 23, from 10 a. m. to 3 p. in.
Pottstown Borough, Ninth ward,, at the pub
lic house of Nathan S. Hartenstine, York Street
Hotel, Friday, July 24, from 7 to 10 a. m.
Pottstown Borough, Fourth and Fifth wards,
at the public house of Harry H. Smith, Friday,
July 24, from 10.30 to 3 p. m.
Upper Salford township, at the public house
of S. N. Smith, Woxall, Monday, July 27, from
8 to 10 30 a. m.
Marlborough township, at the public house of
Jos. S. Klein, Sumneytown, Monday, July 27,
from 11 a. m. to 2.30 p. m.
Greenlane Borough, at the public house of
John A. Haring, Monday, July 27, from 3 to 4.30
p. m.
New Hanover township, East District, at the
ublic house of Alfred H. B. Fox, Pleasant Kun,
'uesday, July 28, from 7 to 8.30 a. m.
Red Hill Borough, at ths public house of C.
U. Bergey, Tuesday, July 28, from 9.30 to 11
m.
Pennsburg Borough, and Upper Hanover,
First District at the public house of Chas. A.
Kneule, Tuesday, J uly 28, from 12.30 to 3 p. m .
East Greenville Borough and Upper Hanover
township, Third District, at the public house of
Harvey E. Werly, East Greenville, Wednesday,
July 29, from 7 a. m. to 3 p. m.
Upper Hanover township, Second District, at
the publlo house of Jonas Haring, Harings,
Thursday, J uly 30, from 7 to 9 a . m.
Douglass township, East District, at the pub
lic house of Ida Kinker, Congo, Thursday, July
30, from 10 a. m. to 12 m.
Frederick township, West District, at the
house of H. Walter Williams, Green
Public
'ree Hotel,' Thursday, J uly 30, from 1.30 to 4
p. m.
Douglass township, West District, at the pub
lic house of H. G. Shaner, Gilbertsville, Mon
day, August 3, from 10 a. m. to 12 m.
New Hanover township, West District, at the
public house of Elizabeth B . Rhoads, Swamp,
Monday. August 3, from 1 to 4 p. m.
Taxes will be received at the County Treas
urer’s Office, Norristown, from Jufie 1 to Sep
tember 15, from 8.30 a. m. to 12 m. and from lto
3 p. m
State Kate, 4 mills.
County Rate, 2 mills.
Correspondence to receive attention must be
accompanied with postage for reply and in all
cases location of property, whether in township
or Borough, must be definitely given.
Inquiries relative to taxes received after
September 10, will not be answered.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
before September 15; 1908, will be given into the
hands of a collector, «when 5 per cent, will be
added for collection as per Act of Assembly.
WM. M, HAGGINBOTHOM,
Treasurer bf Montgomery County, Pa.
County Treasurer’s Office, Norristown, Pa.,
April 24,1908.

In pursuance to an act of Assembly approved
March 17, 1868, and supplementary acts
thereto, the Treasurer of Montgomery County
will meet the Taxpayers of .said County at the
following named places and time for the purof receiving the Couuty, State and Dog
^ose
axes for the year 1908, assessed in their respective districts, viz:
Norristown Borough. First, Second, Third,
Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth,
Tenth and Eleventh Wards, at the County
Treasurer’s Office, Monday, June 1, from 8 a.
Never before have we ever made reductions on high grade clothing in May. Why do
in. to 12 m.
Bridgeport Borough, First, Second and Third
we
reduce
them
These questions may be in your mind we are reedy to answer.
FARM WATER.
Wards, and Norriton township, at County
Treasurer’s Office, Monday, June 1, from 8 a.m.
FIR ST : The forecast to trade conditions add the facts that we are slightly overstocked
Inexpensive Filters For Purifying and to 12 m.
Filtering It For Household Use.
Upper Merlon township, at the public house
on
men’s
and young men’s suits.
Fred. W. Focht, King of Prussia, Monday,
One of the problems on the farm Is of
June 1, from 9 to 10 o’clock a. m.
SECOND : Indications are that in wholesale and manufacturing centres there is to be
how to obtain an ample supply of good, . Whitemarsh township, Middle and West Dis
clear water. I t is not so easy to pro tricts, at the public house of Frank Lukens,
more or less of a general decline from the high prices that have prevailed during 1907.
Hill, Monday, June 1, from 12.30 to 2
vide well or spring water with a Barren
p. m.
Right now we are going to reduce stock to the lowest possible point so that our customers
filter, but cistern water may be easily
Plymouth township^ East and West Districts,
purified by means of one or*more sim at the public house of Jos. M. Green, Hickory
Monday, June 1, from 2.30 to 3.30 p. m.
and ourselves may profit by the foreshadowed market conditions.
ple devices which may be of home town,
West Conshohocken Borough, at the public
construction. Much dirt in the way house of James L. Bradley, Tuesday, June 2,
of soot, leaves, dead Insects, droppings from 9.15 to 11.45 a. m.
Conshohocken Borough, First Ward, at the
from birds and pollen from trees is ppblic
house of C. Boylan, Montgomery Hotel,
washed into the cistern unless some Tuesday, June 2, from 12.30 to 2.15 p. m.
Conshohocken
Borough, Second Ward, at the
means are taken to prevent i t The
public house of Mayall May, St. Clair Hotel,
simplest arrangement is to have a Tuesday, June 2, from 2.30 to 4 p. m.
movable section in the leader which
Conshohocken Borough, Fourth Ward, at the
Everyjjsize in tbe collection. Some lots small
house of Wm. E. Toner, Seventh Avenue
can be turned to_ let the rain wash the public
Hotel, Wednesday, June 3, from 8 to 10 a. m.
size, [some lots are •medium; some lots stouts and
dirt on to the ground. Then after the
Conshohocken Borough, Fifth Ward, at the
store of Margaret Jones, Eighth Avenue aod
large size. There are Browns, Blues, Olives, Tan
Hallo well street, Wednesday, June 3, from 10.30
and Grays.QEvery suit guaranteed by us.
a. m. to 12.30 p. m.
Conshohocken Borough, Third Ward, at the
public bouse of Daniel F Coyle, Ward House
Kahki Norfolk Suits for Motor Cycle Riders.
Hotel, Wednesday, June 3, from 1.30 to 3 p. m.
Lower Providence township, at the public
! house of Harry E. Snyder, Eagleville, Thurs
day, J une 4, from 8.30 to 9.30 a. m.
Collegeville Borough, a t the Fire Hall, Collegeville, Thursday, June 4, from 10 to 1130
a. m.
Trappe Borough and Upper Providence town
ship (Trappe and Mingo Districts), at the pub
SEE •WUn
TDO'W
lie nouse of Jacob H. Kerri, Trappe, Thursday,
J une 4, from 1 to 3 p. m.
We don’t know of a store outside of the big cities
Whitpain township, at the public house of
Christian W. Illi, Centre Square, Friday, June
that
carry tbe line of exclusive'styles of tub suits in
5, from 9 to 10.30 a. m.
Sailor, Blouse, Russian and Jack Tar Suits that are
Worcester township, at the public house of
Sylvester L. Bean, Centre Point, Friday, June
shown by us in our home,-likechildren’s department.
5, from 11 to 2 p. m.
• Perkiomen township, at the public house of
This is inspection day. You are welcome to look at
FIG. I —A SIMPLE BRICK FILTER.
George Dunn, Gratersford, Monday, June
the beautiful trimmed suits
root is cleaned the balance of the rain from 8.30 to 10 a. m.
Schwenksville Borough, at the public house
can go into the cistern. This is ob
of John U. Hendricks, Monday, June 8, from
jectionable in that it needs to be look 10.30
to 12 m.
ed after during every rain, and fre
Frederick township, East District, at the pub
iic
house
of Samuel H. Hughes, Zieglersville,
quently all the water will be lopt
Monday, June 8, from 2 to 3.30 p. m.
The simplest form of filter is to
Koyersford Borough, Second and Fourth
build a partition through the cistern, Wards, at the public house of Morris A. Freed.
Tuesday,
J une 9, from 8.30 to 11 a. m.
laying up a soft brick wall in cement,
Borough, First and Third Wards,
as shown in Fig. t This will ordinari atKoyersford
the public house of Abner F. Cleaver, Tues
Hardwood Cuttings.
ly give satisfaction if the impurities day, J une 9, from 12.30 to 2 30 p. m .
Hardwood cuttings made last fall or
Limerick township, First and Second Dis
which collect on the receiving side of tricts,
at the public house of M. S. Longaker, early winter were tied in bundles, with
the wall are removed occasionally. An Limerick Centre, Wednesday, June 10, from butts: all one way, buried bottom end
IEKKIOHEH VAILLE Y
other and better form of filter is shown 10.80a. m. to,1.30 p. m.
township, Third District, at the pub
M utuiti F ire In su r a n c e Co.
in Fig. 2. In this case the cut is sup licLimerick
house of A. Mauck, Linfield, Wednesday,
e f t lo n t g o n ie r r C ou n ty.
posed to represent a, hundred barrel cis June 10, from 3 to 4.45 p. m.
Cheltenham township, Upper, East and
tern and a filter of twenty-five barrels Lower
East Districts, at the public house of
capacity. They are built of either con Alfred Tyson, Ogontz, Thursday, J une 11, from
9
a.
m.
to
2 p. m.
Incorporated May 18, 1871.
crete or brick, well cemented on the
Bockledge and* Abington township, Lower
WITH A REGARD OF GIVING
inside.
and Fourth Districts, at the office of Harry
The filter is flat bottomed and is half Goebel, Kockledge, Thursday, June 11, from 3
GOOD WEAR, our shoes are made
by tbe leading shoe manufacturers
filled with charcoal, sand and gravel to 5 p. m.
Jenkintown Borough, First, Second and
in layers, the charcoal being placed Third
of the conutry, and if they do not
Wards, at the public house of John Blum,
wear satisfactory a new pair goes
in the bottom. The leader which comes Friday, June 12, from 7 a. m. to 2 p. m.
Springfield township, at the public house of
for nothing. It is our aim to please
from the roof should enter the filter Edward
McCloskey, Flourtown, Monday, June
in styles, quality and price. See
on only a slight angle. The material 15, from 9 a .m . to 12 m.
how we have succeeded by inspect
Whitemarsh -township, East District, at the
in the filter will need to be removed
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $11,000,000.
SETTING A CUTTING.
house of Wm. P. Green, Fort Side Inn,
ing our stock and informing your
occasionally and replaced with fresh public
Monday, June 15, from 1 to 2.30 p. m.
up In a trench and covered to a depth
self of our prices.
charcoal, sand and gravel.
Upper Dublia township, at the public house
When a cistern is built it should be of Irvin F. Kotzell, Jarrettown, Monday, June of two to six Inches with sand or mel
from 3 to 4.30 p. m .
low soil. This protected the top buds Office o f th e C om p an y:
water tight so as to prevent contamina 15,Ambler
Borough, at the public house of Irvin
tion from ground water during the wet j H. Blackburn, Ambler Hotel, Tuesday, June 16, from freezing and gave the butts the
benefit of the warmth of the sun In
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
season as well as to prevent leakage from 7 to 9.30 a. m.
Gwynedd township, Lower, at the public the spring to stimulate root growth.
of water that runs into it from the roof, house
of Carl K . Kuebier, Spring House, Tues
A. D. FETTEROLF, S b c r b t a b t .
This spring the bundles should be
Ladies’ $2.00 Shoes iu vici kid,
and if a well is to be dug or drilled it day, June 16, from 10 a. m. to 12m.
Gwynedd township, Upper, at the public taken up and the cuttings set abont
should be located upon higher ground
Box Calf and Colt Skin. Ladies’
house
of
Arnold
Becker,
Kneedler’s,
Tuesday,
. W. KRATZ, President,
three inches apart, with only the top
than the house, barn and outbuildings J une 16, from 1.30 to 3 p. m.
$1.50 Shoes in vici kid acd Box Calf.
and some distance from the latter. The
North Wales Borough, at ohe public house of most bud or buds above the surface of
Norristown,
Pa.
Ladies’ Warm Lined Shoes, ‘85 cts.
the
ground
(see
cut>.
The
soil
Is
then
principal troubles that may be traced William H. Blank, Main Street Hotel, Wednes
June 17, from 7 to 12 m.
replaced and thoroughly packed. In
to an impure or contaminated water day,
Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs and upwards.
Narberth Borough, at the Fire House, Nar- planting, the cuttings should be expos
supply are, as a rule, intestinal troubles, berth, Thursday, June 18, from 8 to 11.30 a. m.
Children’s Heavy School Shoes,
day
of each week ; also every evening.
Lower Merion township. North Ardmore, ed to light and air as little as possible.
the most dangerous being typhoid fe
85c.,
$1.00 and $1.25.
Farm Irrigation.
Ardmore, Haverford and West Ardmore
ver. The most common as well as the South
Districts, a t the public bouse of Wm. O. Arm
Men’s
$1.50 aBd $2.00 Shoes in
The
station
has
demonstrated
that
most dangerous contamination of the strong, Ardmore, Thursday, June 18, from 12.30
Irrigation by use of a centrifugal pump
to
2.30
p.
m.
Satin
Calf
and Box Calf.
drinking water comes from the cess
Lower Merion township, Bryn Mawr and and traction engine Is tjo costly an op
Boys’ $1.50 and $2.00 Shoes in
pool. Every precaution should be tak Kosemont
Districts, at the office of Milton R. eration to be practical for the western
en in locating the well to place it so as Yerkes, Bryn Mawr, Thursday, June 18, from 3 farmer; also th at the area to be Irri
Box Calf, Gun Metal and Colt Skin.
4.30 p, m.
io prevent as nearly as may be any toLower
Little Boys’ $1.00 Shoes in Satin#
Merion township, Upper District, at gated in th at manner m ust necessarily
possibility of contamination.
-BYthe public house of Thomas H. Haley, Merion be too small to Include general farm
Calf
and Box Calf.
There are as many, if not more, of the Square, Friday, June 19, horn 9 to 10 a. m.
A full line of Warm Lined Shoes
Lower Merion township, Lower and Bala Dis crops, the work demanding undivided
germ diseases th at may be transmitted tricts,
at the public house of Edward Odell, attention just a t the busy harvest sea
and Rubbers of all kinds.
by water as by any other means, and Gen. Wayne Hotel, Friday, June 19, from 11 a.
son and when labor is most expen
m.
to
1
p. m.
some of the diseases are so uniformly
Lower Merion. East District, at the Penooyd sive. However, for small fields of al
transmitted by the water supply that Post
Office, Friday, June 19, from 2 to 8 p. m.
falfa, potatoes, fruit and garden, irri
they are known as water borne dis
Horsham township, at the public house of J . gation by the aid of pump or well,,
K.
Hallo
well,
Honday,
July
6,
from
9
to
11
a.
m.
ease.' Typhoid fever is such a disease,
Moreland township, Lower District, a t the with windmill or gasoline engine pow
as well as some of the other forms of public
house of Frank Shuck, Sorrel Horse er, can be conducted with viry good
intestinal troubles. If disease may be Hotel, Monday, July 6, from 12.30to 2.30 p. m. results. And it is reasonable to sup
Why experiment with a new
| 3 g r L E A D E R S IN FO O TW EA R .
Hatboro Borough, at the public house of
carried by water, it is of the greatest
pose th at the pumping of w ater on to
Gyrus
O.
Moore,
Hatboro,
Monday,
July
6,
importance that every precaution from 3 to 6 p m .
the land In late winter, when the soil spade of Fertilizer of unknown
should be taken to insure a pure water
Moreland township, Upper District, at the
»
public house of Charles F. Ehrenpfort, at Wil Is dry and opened by numerous cracks
supply.
and when labor is plentiful and corre* quality at the expense of your
Grove, Tuesday, July 7, irom 7 to 9 a. m.
A hasty examination of a water is of low
H
_
_
_ USE CULBEKT’S ----|j
Abington township, Abington and Weldon spondlngly cheap, will accomplish no
very little benefit and may often be Districts, at the public house of Daniel Man little benefit to subsequent summer
ning,
Weldon,
Tuesday,
July
7,
from
9.30
to
11.30
entirely misleading. A water may be
crops that could thrive on the stored crops, when you can purchase a
m.
clear, free from any sediment or odor a. Cheltenham
township. West, First, Second up moisture. The summer Irrigating,
and Third Districts, at .the public house of Hanbetter grade for less cost per
nah E. Clayton, Edge Hill, Tuesday, July 7, demanded when both time and labor
from 1 to 3 p. m.
are most valuable, might be dispensed
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles. |
Skippack township, at the public house of
Wm. I. Forrey, Skippack, Wednesday. July 8, with. In the primary tests o f this unit of value, and goods with a
plan
all
crops
responded
favorably,
al
from 9 to 11 a. m.
Towamensing township, at thd public house of falfa particularly so.—Kansas Experi
eputation well established.
S. C. Bean, Kulpsville, Wednesday, July 8, ment Station.
from 12.30 to 3.30 p. m.
FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT
Lower Salford township, West District, at
If you are farming for profit
public house of C. S. Keyser, Lederachville,
Horseradish For Homo Use.
m the
Thursday, July 9, from 8.30 to 11 a. m.
Horseradish may be grown very easi
Lower Salford township, East District, at the
public house of Chas. Tyson, Harleysville, ly for home use as follows: I t requires you cannot afford to disregard
Thursday, July 9, from 12.30 to 4.30 p. m.
a soil similar to rhubarb. Procure the
Franconia township, West District, at the
mm
Buy Fer
public house of Harry B. Keller, Franconia rootlets from seed or from the branch your own interest.
roots of any good horseradish cut Into
Square, Friday, July 10, from 7 a. m. to 12 m .
Franconia township, East District, at the lengths of three to six Inches and
public house of Morns K. Kosenberger, Reli plant upright firmly In the soil with tilizers of known quality, manu
ance, Friday, July 10, from 1.80 to 3.30 p. m.
Jas'
Salford township, at the public house of the top of the cutting even with the
Daniel M. Kober, Tylersport, Monday, July 13, top of the ground. Cuttings the size factured under the most favor
FIG. II—CHARCOAL AND GRAVEL FILTER.
from 9 to 11 a. m.
West Telford Borough, at the public house of of a lead pencil are preferred. These
and may taste good and still be dan
M. Kuhn, Monday, July 18, from 1 to 3 may be planted in a row or rows six able, and least expensive con
gerous for drinking purposes. A chem John
p. m.
inches apart In row and far enough
ical analysis/supplemented when nec
Souderton Borough, at the public house of
essary by a bacteriological examina William H. Freed, Tuesday, July 14, from8 a. apart to hoe or cultivate easily.—Farm ditions, and know that each
ers’ Garden.
'
tion, is needed to determine the quality m. to 2 p. m.
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
township and Hatfield Borough, at
dollar invested secures for you
of a given sample of water for domes theHatfield
public house of Chester Knipe, Hatfield,
For Choice Turnip«.
tic purposes. One examination is not* Wednesday, July 15, from 7 a. m. to 12 m.
Turnips should be grown In drills,
Borough, South Ward, at the pub
always sufficient to decide the fitness licLansdale
house of Harry B. Krause, Wednesday, J uly like beets, for the early crop. The the most actual plant food ob All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
of the water, as contamination is more 15, from 1.30 to 4 p. m.
likely to take place a t one time of the
Lansdale Borough, East Ward, at the public young plants will stand light frosts.
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
house of Alfred J. George, Thursday, J uly 16, Choose a rainy day for planting If tainable.
year than another.
from 7 to 11 a. m.
practicable. Cover the seed very light
anteed. Estimates furnished.
The amount of rainfall will influence
Lansdale Borough, West Ward, at the public
Write for circular and prices.
very considerably the bacterial con house of Robert C. Lownes, Thursday, July 16, ly. Thin the young plants to five to
seven Inches In the row. Sow every
tents of water from shallow wells or from 11.80 a. m . to 8.30 p. m.
Upper Providence, Lower District, at Provi two weeks if a constant supply Is de
poorly constructed cisterns. During dence
Hall, Friday, July 17, from 8.30 to 10.30 sired, as turnips rapidly become hard
the heavy spring rains the number of a. m.
Montgomery
township, at the public house of and woody In warm summer weather.
bacteria reaches an enormous figure Harry Workheiser,
Montgomeryville, Friday,
and decreases again as the dry season July 17, from 2 to 4 p. m.
Good V arieties.
Pottstown Borough, West Ward, at the pub
progresses. All of the bacteria th at are
house of W. R. Shuler, Monday, J uly 20,
In horticultural tests of varieties at Manufacturer of High Grade
found in the water are not dangerous, lic
from 10 a. m. to 4 p . m.
the New Jersey station the best yield
but if drainage and other conditions
West Pottsgrove township, at the public
m atte
Animal Bone Fertilizers,
allow contamination from outside house of Joseph M. Sellinger, Bramcote, Tues ers thus far are the Palmetto aspara
day, July 21, irom 8 to 9 a. m.
gus,
Eldorado
and
Erie
blackberries,
sources there is always an opportunity
Pottstown Borough, Second and Third wards,
LINFIELD, PA.
1 for the introduction of disease produc at the.public house oi Harry Gilbert, Tuesday, Red Dutch and Victoria currants and
Downing and Houghton gooseberries.
July 21, from 10.30 a. m. to 4 p. m.
ing germs.
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YOU CAN B U Y $15 and $18 H IG H -G R A D E

S U I T S F O R « 1 2 .5 0 To-day.
%

Choice of $15 &$18 Suits at $12.50

Children’s Wash Suits

At $1.00 to $5.00.

Pottstown, Pa.

STYLISH SHOES
That Fit the Feet !

Insures Against Fire and Storm.

Don’t fail to look
at our

THE t BEST
EVERY T E ST

Sole Agents for Ralston Health Shoes.

W EITZENK ORN’S, ,4,p 8VcA t8ot^ t

mmmmmmmmmn mmmmmmmmm*.

DIARRHOEA M IX T U R E j

Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. :

Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle, j

1 ** CULBERT’S DRUG STORE, |
#

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

C O L L E G E V IL L E

Marble and W e Works,

Main St. Collegeville.

JA C O B T R IN L E Y ,

The INDEPENDENT is a first-class advertis
ing medium in the middle section of Montgomer
county. If you have anything to sell—no
what—it w ill pay you to advertise in this paper

